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In Our 90th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
"'"148581eia--





Vol. LXXXX No. 124
SCHOOL TAX ISSUE TO BE DECIDED TUESDAY
1Seen&HeardAround
Murray
Wo received an excellent letter
to the editor in Sunday's mail,
*''but we cannot print it because
it was not signed. We do not
have to print a signature but
we do have to know from whom
we receive a letter.
We est letters from time to
--t-rooroot print.
because the writer does not
choose to sign the letter. Then
too, we'll appreciate shorter
letters, than those two columns
long.
Letters should always be sign-
ed, then if you do not want
your signature printed, we will
honor this request.
Out to Jack and Lil Ifockwell's
place Saturday afternoon. That
place is like Grand Central Sta-
tion with folks coming and go-
ing seemingly all the time.
Many people keep their horses
out there and they have some
beauties. Jack and Lil showed
us aromid the barn. They have
a huge stallion with a good
blood line that is used for
breeding purposes. A small
Welch stallion that looks some-




Private Pint Class Anthony
W. Thomas, son of Mr. and
Pfc. A. W. Thomas
Don Hull Presented Best
Salesman Award, DE Class
di Don Hull, graduating senior,
was presented the Best Sales-
man Award by the Distributive
Education(DE) class of Murray
High School. Don received a
sterling silver tie tack and mat-
ching set of cuff-links for be-
ing the outstanding salesman
In DE for 1968-89.
Distributive Education (DE)
is a cooperative work-study pro-
gram for high school students
interested in working in the
field of distirbution or in the
service industries. It is an elec-
tive program offered as part of
the regular high school curri-
culum at Murray High School.
Under the DE program students
who are seniors, work at lout
an average of fifteen hours per
week under a "training plan"
# in a distributive occupation.
They secure practical training,
experience and receive pay thr-





Death claimed the life of Mrs.
Bessie Hawley Hudson of Ha-
zel on Sunday .at five p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Hudson was 87 years of
age and was born April 4, 1902
to the late Rev A. M. Hawley
and Sara Frances Hawley.
The deceased is survived by
four sisters, Mrs. Kate Jobe of
Hazel Route Two, Mrs. Bertha
Hines of Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Myrtle Wright of Jacksonvilie,
Fla., and Mrs. Laura Taylor of
Wilmington. Delaware; two bro-
thers, Houston Hawley of May-
field end Truett Hawley of Or-
ange, Texas.
Funeral service wW be held
Tinisday at 2:30 p.m. at the Ha-
zel Baptist Church with Rev.
Joe McGeehee and Rev. B. R.
Winchester officiating. •
Interment will be in the Pur-
year, Tenn., Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller Fun-
eral Home of Hazel where fri-
ends may call.
TO UNDERGO SURGERY
Darrel Shoemaker will under-
go surgery Wednesday morning
at 8 o'clock at Fuller- Morgan
Hospital in Mayfield His room
number is 219 and he will ap-
predate hea•ng from his fri-
ends in Munity and Calloway
County.
business establishment while
under the supervision of the
DE teacher-coordinator and a
job training sponsor. The job is
actually an extension of the "in
class" program, which starts in
Don Hull
the junior year of high school.
Don Hull has been employed
part-time by Ryan Shoe Store
as part of his cooperative work-
study program in DE. He is
president of the Murray High
School chapter of the Distribu-
tive Education Clubs of Amer-
ica. (DECA) This national or-
ganization Of DE students is
part of a national youth pro-
gram designed to develop future
leaders for marketing and dis-
tribution, promote understand-
ing and appreciation for the to-
sponsibilities of citizenship in
our free, Competitive enterprise
system.
The DECA chapter of Murray
High School turned over the
profits from their sales activit-
ies to next gears DE class and
earmarked its use for participa-
tion by them in the state DECA
leadership conference which us-
ually takes place in Louisville
in the Spring.
Any employer of persons in
distributive occupations desir-
ing to become a cooperation
work sponsor of this valuable
work experience program is
urged to contact Robert New-
comb, DE teacher at Murray
High School.
FOUR CITED
Four persona were cited by
the Murray Police Department
over the weekend. They' were
two for public drunkenness, one
for driving while intoxicated,
and one for reckless driving.
Mrs. Chester Thomas, Hickory
Drive, Murray, has been wound-
ed in action, according to a let-
ter received by his parents
from their son.
Thomas went out on Opera-
tion Daring Rebel on the USS
Okinawa on April 29 and while
in this operation he was hit by
shrapnel in the back and both
Mrs. Thomas said her son
told them in the letter that
this was the second time he had
been wounded, but the other
time was a minor wound in the
calf of the leg.
Pfc. Thomas asked the Mar-
rine authorities not to notify
his parents about his wounds
until he-4mM iiwiter-thein
self.
The Murray Marine is now
hospitalized in sick bay of the
U. S. Okinawa. He is with the
Amphibious unit of the Marines
and said he will be leaving the
Vietnam area after he recov-
ers from his wounds.
Pfc. Thomas', mother said this
morning she did not know the
date that her son was wound-
ed, but that they had not had
a letter from him since April
29 when he left for the opera-
tion Daring Rebel.
Thomas had been stationed
near Da Nang. He volunteered
for two years in the Marines
in August 1968 and book his
basic training at Camp Pendle-
ton, California.
He arrived home December
14 for a 26 day's furlough be-
fore reporting to Camp Pen-
dleton to go overseas.
Thomas is a graduate of Mur-
ray High School in the class of
1966 and attended Murray State
University. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Thomas
of Murray Route Three and of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowland
of Almo. He has one sister,
Mrs. Gary Burkeen. and two
brothers, Barry and Mark.
His address is Pfc. A W.
Thomas, B. Company 1-26 MAR





TON (FHTNC) May 14 — MSS-
ter Chief Boatswain's Mate
James R. Goodson, USN, son of
Mrs. A. V. Goodson of Route 1,
Leonia, Tenn., and husband of
the former Miss Nellie Jones of
Murray, Ky., is serving aboard
the light guided missile cruiser
USS Galveston.
The ship recently visited its
namesake city, Galveston, Tex.
for the first time in seven years.
The Galveston had just re-
turned from a four-month tour
in the Western Pacific and is
presently enroute to the Medit




Two thefts were reported to
the Murray Police Department
on Saturday.
Steven Hansman said twenty-
seven stereo tapes were stolen
out of his Buick car on the
Clark Hall parking lot, accord-
ing to the report to the police
at 1:30 p.m.
RiggfAs R. Brown of Franklin
Hall reported at 2:30 p.m. that
an amplifier had been stolen
fr6m his room.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
At the height of the German
submaricie campaign against al-
lied shipping in World War II,
Nazi U-boats sank as many u




Five persons were treated at
the emergency room of t he
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal on Friday and Saturday, ac-
cording to the hospital author-
ities. They were all from in-
juries suffered in automobile
accidents, according to the hos.
pital reports.
Bryan Morgan, age 20, a stu-
dent at Murray State University
from Louisville, was treated at
am. on
David Wetmore age 18, of
Hazel Route Two was treated
for multiple lacerations at 6:50
p.m. on Friday.
Three persons were treated
about 8:30 a.m. on Friday af-
ter an accident. They were Ter-
ry Burkeen, age 16, Dexter
Route One, Donnie Beach, age
15, Almo, and Michael Kirks,
age i5 Dexter Route One. Kirks
had lacerations, and they were
all three x-rayed and released,
according to the hospital.
Honchul Services
Held On Saturday
The funeral services for Mn,
aris Williams Honchul of the
Bailey Road, Murray Route
Two, were held Saturday at two
p.m. at the Herald Stewart Fun-
eral Home, West Liberty, with
burial in the Maxey Cemetery
in Elamton, Ky.
Mrs. Honchul, age 43, died
Thursday at the Fort Campbell
hospital. The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home was in charge of
the arrangements.
Survivors are her husband,
Delbert Honchul; father, Wal-
lace Henry Williams; four
daughters, Mrs. Diana .Lossner,
Misses Donna, Delaine, and De-
loris Honchtll; two sons, Del-
bert Dean and David Wallis
Honchul; four sisters, one bro-
ther.
Oaks Golf Pairings Father Of Local
Announced For Man Dies Friday
Coming Wednesday
Ladies day golf will be play-
ed at the Oaks Country Club
on Wednesday, May 28. Mar-
garet Greenfield' will be golf
hostess.
The following pairings have
been set up for a shot gun tee
off at nine a.m.:
No. 1 — Betty Thompson,
Laura Parker, Sandra Edwards,
and Essie Caldwell.
No. 2 — Margaret Tidwell,
Sue Morris, Maxa Reed, and
Murrell Walker.
Nu.— Kay Ray, Li
son, Betty Buckingham, and
Virginia Morgan,
No. 4 — Doris Rose, Sue
Steele, Ann Cole, and Ellen
Jones.
No. 5 — Mary Alice Smith,
Mable Rogers, Sue McDougal,
and Virginia Jones.
No. 6 — Myrtle May Grogan,
Bernice Wallen, and Jo Bryan.
No. 7 — Marilyn Adkins,
Shirley Wade, Kattiryn Out-
land, and Linda Adams.
No. 8 — Grace James, Toopie
Thomas, Marie Weaver, and
Beverly Spann.
No. 9 — Eleanor D'Angelo,
Polly Seal, Fay Forbus, and Ada
Sue Roberts.
No. 1 — Edith Garrison, Ger-
ri Andersen, Sadie Rngsdate,
and Margaret Greenfield.
No. 6 — Maxine Scott, Pat
Humphries, and Anna Mae
Owens.
Anyone who cannot play
should notify someone in their
foursome. Any women who de-.
sire to play and are not listed
above, come out and be paired
at the tee.
Funeral services for Barber
Carroll, father of Ronnie Car-
roll of Murray, were held Sun-
day at two p. m. at the Linn
Funeral Home chapel, Benton
wih Bro. Kenneth Hoover of-
ficiating.
Carroll, age 66, died Friday at
6:30 p. m. at the Benton Muni-
cipal Hospital. He was a resi-
dent of Benton Route One.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Carroll; daughter, M r s.
Jean Rucker of Paducah; son,
Ronnie Carroll of Murray Route
Six • brother, Ed Carroll of Ben-
ton; one gran .c
NOTICE
Pre-school clinic scheduled
Ma)' 29 at the Health Center
for 8:00 a.m has been changed
to 1:00 o'clock the same day
This is for Kirksey and New
Concord children.
Kay. Pinkley Named 1969
Mountain Laurel Queen
PINEVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
Kay Pinkley, a petite, 110-
pound Murray State University
physical education major, is the
1969 Mountain Laurel Queen,
after the 29th annual Mountain
Kay Pinkley
Laurel Festival en4ed here this
weekend.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn Saturday
put the crown on the 20-year.
old, 5-faot-3 beauty and present-
ed her with the traditional kiss
on the cheek.
The new queen has dark
br iwn hair and sparkling brown
eyes. She also is majoring in
psychology and is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Pinkley
of Murray.
According to tradition, the
escort of the twill awned
queen is tossed, fully dressed,
into the Laurel Cove pool. Miss
Pinkley's escort, 'Dan Miller,
was dunked in the drink by the
escorts of the other queen can-
didates, all from Kentucky col-
leges and universities.
Earlier Saturday, the trarlit•
lanai parade through the down-
town section here was viewed
by thousands of persons, includ-
ing the governor and city offic-
ials.
Miss Pinkley reigned Satur-
day night over a ball in her
honor in the Pineville High
School gymnasium.
The mountain laurels, a clus-
ter of bushes with colorful blos-
soms, bloomed and were hard
to find this year, but enough
were secured in time for the
festivities.
Friday night, Lawama Mira-
cle, 18, of Cawood High School
in Harlan County, was named
1969 Mountain Laurel Princess




The Calloway County Coun-
try Club will hold its regular
ladies day glof on Wednesday.
May 28, with tee off time at
nine a. m.
Anyone not listed will be
paired at the tee. The pairings
are as follows:
Eleanor Diuguid, Madelyn
Lamb, Veneta Sexton. and Carol
Hibbard.
Frances Hulse, Evelyon Jones,
Betty Lowry, and Margaret
Shuffett.
Lou Doran, Alice Purdoen,
Nell Roach, and Juliet Wallis.
Anna Mary Adams, Nancy
Fandrich, Norma Fran, and Ed-
na Knight.
Frances Parker, Jenny Hut-
son, Sadie West, and Rebecca
Irvan.
Frances Miller, Inus Orr, Mar-
tha Sue Ryan, and Chris Grah-
aln.
Nelda Murphay, Euldene Rob-
inson, Betty Hunter, and Ur-
bana Koenen.
Charlene Doss, Peggy Billing-
ton, Hellen Pugh, and Mrs.
Wright.
Beverly Wyatt, Sharon Wells,
Ann Montgomery, and Pat Mc-
Kinney.
Mona Purdom, Edwina Sim-
mons, Jenny Sue Smock, anti
Lynn Houston.
47 Candidates Hope For Win
In County Primary Tomorrow
Calloway County voters will
go to the polls tomorrow with
the rest of the state in an elec-
tion which has generated strong
local interest.
One state office 11 at stake,
that of Auditor of Public Ac-
counts. Mary Louise Foust, John
W. Greene and Herbert Row-
land are seeking this post.
Locally voters will pick a
Local Man
Dies Today
Robert Ferguson of 108 Pop-
lar Street died this morning at
9:30 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bobbie Ferguson, 108 Poplar
Street; one daughter, Mrs. Ann
White of California; three sons,
Jvies Thomas Ferguson of
Itrurray, Ralph Ferguson of Chi-
-and lilt Ferguson
of Detroit, Mich.; one sister,
Mrs. Madelyn Jones of Hazel;
one brother. Wayne Ferguson
of Hazel.
Funeral arrangemens are in-
complete, but friends may call




May I say a few words with
respect to the forthcoming pri-
mary elections?
There is a candidate asking if
I believe 16 years in county of-
fice is enough for one man. My
answer is an emphatic no if the
man is more qualified than any
of. his opponents If not, one
(Continued on Page Ten)
$250,000 Given
County For Roads
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 28,
1969 — Representative Charles
Lassiter of Murray today re-
ceived notification from Gov.-
ernor Louie B. Nunn and High-
waw Commissioner Eugene Cross
that Calloway County would be
apportioned approximately
$250,000 for its Rural Secondary
Program during the 1969 fiscal
year.
WEATHER It Tor the maintenance and improvo-The fund,' will, be used for
latent of 112,8 miles of Calloway
County roads.
Representative Lassiter was
also told that seven projects had
been designated for improve-
ment in Calloway County. These
included construction of a
bridge on KY 893, grade, drain
and surfacing of 1.35 miles of
KY 1346, drainage and surfac-
ing of 2.0 miles of the Bethel
Road, and construction of a
bridge on the Peters-Dungan
Road.
A I.55 mile drainage project
and the construction of a bridge
were also approved on the Poor
Farm Road.
Representative Lassiter was
assured that the projects would
be completed during the 1969
i fiscal year.
United Press International
Sunny and pleasant today,
high 72 east to 82 west. Fair
and mild tonight, low 49 east
to 62 west. Sunny and warmer
Tuesday, high 78 east to 86
west,
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLF Ky. (UPI) —
The five-day Kentucky weather.
outlook, Tuesday through Sat-
urday.
Temperatures will average 2
to 8 degrees above the normal
79-84 highs and 56-64 lows.
Rainfall will be very light un-





Kenneth W. Powell, age 24,
was fataPy injured in a one car
accident on Saturday, May 24,
at about 6:20 p, m., according
to Kentucky State Tiowlier Tom
Adams.
Powell was a passenger in the
back seat of the Pontiac GTO
driven by Larry Willis -Hope-
well of Louisville and the im-
pact from the accident caused
Powell t,o suffer a broken neck,
ace:tiding to the trooper.
Marvin Snider, also a passen-
ger in the back seat, suffered
a bruised leg, and was hospital-
ized, Henry Johnston, passeng
er in the front seat, was not
injured, but was treated at the
emergency room.
Hopewell. age 18, was ad-
mitted to the hospital at 6:45
p. m for. multiple abrasions,
according to officials at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital. He was transferred this
morning to the Jewish Hospit-
al in Louisville, according to
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home,
Trooper Adams amid Hope-
well was going north on North
16th Street Extended and was
unfamiliar wiin the dead end
of the road at the Coles Camp
Ground Road, witnesses told
him. The car was traveling at a
high rate of speed, Trooper Ad-
ams said. Hopewell has been
charged with driving while in-
toxicated, according to Troop-
er Adams.
The car was brought into Mur-
ray by McClard's Wrecker Ser-
vice.
Powell was born September
25. 1945, and was the son
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Powell of
Sturgis. He was a freshman at
Murray State University and
had served in the Armed For-
ces.
The body was transferred
from the Blalock-Coleman Fu-
neral Home to the Whitnell Fu-
neral Home, Sturgis, where fu-
neral and burial services were
scheduled to be held today.
Maley Receives
$100 Scholarship
Donald Maley, son of Mr. -IAA
Mrs. R R. Maley 'of Route 2,
Murray, was awarded an R. W.
Farrell Scholarship in the a-
(Continued on Pogo Ton)
nominee for State Representa-
tive, County Judge, Sheriff, Cir-
cuit Court Clerk, County Court
Clerk, four magistrates, City
Judge, and twelve City Coun-
cilmen.
Sid Easley is unopposed for
County Attorney, as is Huel C.
"Wimpy"_ Jones who seeks the
post of County Jailer. Charles
E. Hale is unopposed for Tax
Commissioner.
. arycyz Hutiii5 Ellis is ti fUTI:
posed in his race for Mayor.
Max H. Churchill also has no
opposition for the post of Coun-
ty Coroner.
County voters will choose
tour magistrates this year in-
stead of seven since redistrict-
Ting ,of Jhe county. Martin
Young is unopposed for District
Four and K. B. McCuiston is
unopposed as Magistrate of Dis-
trict Two.
Seven persons seek the post
of City Councilman in Ward A.
The incumbents in this ward
seeking re-election are Max
Weaver, Haron West, Alfred
Lindsey. Prentice Lassiter, Pres-
ton Ordway with A. B. Crass
and Rex Alexander being can-
islates ease. ,.--.-,-*.r7 •
In Ward B nine persons seek
Council positions. Incumbents
seeking re-election are James






attended the Kentucky District
Convention of Civitan Internat-
ional, which was held May 15
and 17 at Colonel's in Owens-
boro, Kentucky. In attendance
from the Murray Club were: J
H. Nix, Kentucky District Mere-
bership Chairman and Et. Gos-
ernor, and Mrs. Nix; B. E. Mc-
Clellan, Murray Club President;
Joe Pat Winchester, Club Sec-
retary, and Mrs. Winchester;
Larry Allison, Junior Civitan
Club Co-Sponsor; Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Lamastus. Also in attend--
ance representing the Murray
Junior Civitan Club were Miss
Jennifer Taylor and Miss Karen
McGary.
The purpose of the meeting
was to elect Kentucky District
Officers for the 1969-70 year.
J. H. Nix of the Murray Club
was elected Seek Chairman and




Mrs. Mary Burnett Ray was
claimed by death Sunday morn-
ing at her home at 404 South
9th Street. She was 80 years of
age and her death was sudden.
The Murray woman was the
widdw of Dr. H. H. Ray who
died October 31, 1967. They
were married January 7, 1904,
and had been married for near-
ly 63 years when Dr. Ray died.
Mrs. Ray was known to many
friends and relatives as she was
employed at the Ben Franklin
store in Murray for many years.
She was a member of the Me-
morial Baptist Church.
Survivors are three sons,
Fred Ray of St. Louis, Mo., Bur-
nett Ray of Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia, ari'd Carl Ray of Mur-
ray; one sister, Mrs. Katie Boyd
of Louisville; four grandsons,
Bobby Ray of Chicago, Ill., Hen-
by Ray of Fulton, Ill., Johnny
Ray of St. Louis, Ill., and Hous-
ton Ray of Murray; six great
grandchildren.
Funeral serviees Will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Nor-
man Culpepper officiating. .
Burial will be in the Mill-ray
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Blalock-Coleman







TN I LEDGER TIMIS — PAIIRKAT. LittiTOONT  
Restaurant Menus a son of Art Form?




SAN FRANCISCO — Domi-
nick Provo had the early-morn-
ing shift when an excited caller
relayed urgent news: A fishing
trawler was overdue reaching
Port Quickly, Provo turned to
his typewriter.
Soon a typesetting machine
out in the composing room clat-
tered and, a little while later, a
press put Provo's terse details
into print. So is Provo a hard-
driving reporter for a local
newspaper?
Not at all. He's manager for
G. M. McCallum Co., a firm
that specializes in producing
restaurant menus, a business
with fast-breaking deadlines of
Its own.
Qn this particular morning,
tlittn meant no fresh swordfish
fishing boat's delayed re-
streaks for lunch at Tadlik's
Grill, one of San Francisco's
downtown restaurants. A quick
substitute had to be made




printing in the U.S. today, Two divieni la the Matey Dick 
Restaurant of the Stardust
menu production is don -b------111011.t-511-1M-Vmliers—leritr-nlodv-satiirorntnITI:rrionsa-
hundred* of relatively small,
privately - owned companies,
each serving his, immediate geo-
graphic area. J. E. Bell Printing
Co. in Chicago, for example,
has 150 different accounts and
turns out about 300 different
menus a day. Yet some printing
runs are only for 25 copies and
Bell's biggest daily order is for
250 menus for a private club.
Typographical mistakes are
comparatively rare in menu
printing, most printers say, but
they do crop up.
Edward X. Meegan of the
Daily New Printing Co. here
remembers making one for a
medical association convention
*ter menu into .wasauxelik..:rhe
that turned an ordinary ban-
typesetter accidently set the
word "surgeon" instead of
"sturgeon" as the broiled din-
ner entre. Visiting doctors
thought the error so funny that
Meegan's company was asked
and Mrs. Ray Martin, 57, of Memphis, Tenn. 'to 
run off extra copies—with
George Allbritten, Eli Alenuxier, James Bondurant, Joe Pat
Hackett, Jimmie Klapp, Tom Lamb, and Witham McElrath were
the seven Murray High seniors named to the National Honor
Society. distincti
A tistakation of Ike -Spring Creek Baptist Quirch bas.bamil 
ve bills of fare, posh
aistimeell for May 29 by the pastor. Rev. L. R. Riley will 
mina 'eateries spend liberally to dec-
IbilisiOdkatOry awake. 
orate their menus artistically or
to entertain diners with blocks
of text materiaL Others put
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MONDAY — MAY 26, 1969
Quotes From The Ne
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
SPACE CENTER, Houston- Apollo 10 astronaut Eugeoe 
Cernan
ocillansolibus on the report that the spacecraft's splashdown 
will be
Ibioared by dancing girls welcoming the trio to American 
Samoa:
•I`log OM pass on to the governor of Pago Pago we're 
ready to
kb* up oar inisals."
---
WASHINGTON - Rep. W, R. Poage, D-Tez., House 
agriculture
chairman,-10EW that President-Nizon*s 1Troposzi to give
food stamps to poor families would not work:
"If you just give them this food, the money they're 
spending for
toed now is going to go for beer and marijuana and 
worse."
FOXBORO, Mass. Four clergymen on an old wooden bandstand
reeding the names of all American men who died In Vietnam.
'"Almighty God, our Father and the Father of the whole family
of man, guide us as we memorialize these men lost in the Vietna-
mese War."
DECATUR, Ga. - Barbara Jane Mackie testifying at the trial
af her accused kidnaper, Gary Steele Xrist, who allegedly buried
her alive:
"I told him, 'You don't realize what it would be like to be
buried. " She said Krist replied, "es I do, I was in prison for
seven years. It's like being buried."
 -Teri-Years Ago ToctayLEDGER A TIMES FILE -
Dr. A. H. Kopperud was elected president of the Murray Lions
-lib at the meeting held at the Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported are B. Macon Hamlin, 8E, of Ventura, California,
Almanac
Today is Monday, May 18, the
148th day of 1989 with 119 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venue,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1868, President Andrew
Johnson was acquitted of im-
peachment charges — his op-
ponents losing by one vote.
In 1946, US. B-29's hit Tokyo
with 4,000 tons of bombs.
In .1954, more than 100 crew
members of the aircraft carrier
"Bennington" died when an ex-
menus are inserted.
King Menus of Hayward,
Calif., has a number of clients
that pay $5 or $6 apiece for
such elaborate covers and one
went $8.10 apiece for its cover
that's complete with gold ern:-
bossed lettering on simulated
leather, a fancy tassle and
heavy parchment paper for the
insert.
Understandably, owners that
spend so much for a menu
cover frown or the tendency for
customers, usually tourists, to
take them along as souvenirs of
their high-priced meals.
• • •
TO HEAD off such collectors
King Menus reproduces in 1-3rd
aim necep as of its more coed,'
menus These are given to pat-
rons. "It saves a lot of money
and Is good advertising," offers
Herchel Perkins, the shop man-
ager.
The practiee of just putting
up a wall menu has been long
followed by cafeterias and Although there are about 100
lunch counters but now has items on the six-page standard
been adopted by a variety of menu. owner George Chow fig-
quality dining and drinking Ores this is only about 10 per
rooms around the country. cent of what his cooks can real-
The management of the ly dish up. If he'd put all these
Ftidgeview Inn, in Denver, choices in print. however, Chow
scrawls its bill of fare in chalk fears customers would spend
on an enormous blackboard too much time just reading--
which is left propped up in and not enough eating..
plosion rocked the ship off the
coast of Rhode Island.
In 1984, Prime Minister Ne-
hru of India died at the age of
84.
A thought for the clay —
Jonathan Swift said: "Lens are
like cobwebs, which may catch
:anal flies, but let wasps and
hornets break through."
Jennifer Jones in Weird Film Return
• • •
"ANGEL" is a plenty intimate
icture of the gray shades and
tterns that have infiltrated
he top society, as well as the
ttorn rungs of American life.
411
 Why did Mew Jones, one of
he fitst ladies of motion plc-
tires and winner of an Oscar
or "Song of Bernadette," agree
o do this film' _
"It was the story.' • she admit-
ad. heving seen some of it
*
live" in her meetings with the
fore-mentioned groups. -I read
4 iiindreds of 
'scripts and the t




HOLLYWOOD -- No one in
the film capital quite believed
It when Jennifer Jones was an-
nounced to co-star in "Angel,
Angel Down We Go." a film to
be made by Sam Katzmen for
' American-International Films.
. After all, the company makes
films for the youth market and
'Katzman has been known for
years as the producer of hun-
dreds of "B" films and more re-
the rock 'n' roil cycle
and "today" low budgetters.
which run into the million-I
•category at prepent' But he's
lboasted Elvis Presley in someof his films, as well. In anycase it didn't seem likely that
.lennifer Jones would fit into
his type movies. But, she did!
Miss Jones, since the death of
r husband, the late great mov-
iernaker David 0. Selznick. has
ived a quiet life -with the ex-
ption of one or two headlines
suspected suicide attempts.
• • •
JENNIFER has kept busy
experiments with group ther-
py, and has been interested in
he Synanon Foundation as well.
he returns to the screen after
ven years to play a wealthy,
iddle - aged woman who is
'apt up in the carefree, im-
moral existence of her teenage





TO CONVEY a mood of dis-
tinction to perhaps otherwise un-
ribly overweight. She becomes
involved with a rock 'n roll idol,
played by Jordan Christopher,
who brings his free-living group.
played by Roddy McDowell, Loll
Rawls and Davey Davidson. into
the rich family circle. Charles
Aichnan plays a rnulti-millicn-
aire aircraft maker, married to
Miss Jones. Life is jaded for
him, too
Jennifer claims the Cilm and
her role became attractive when
she found the conflict between
herself and daughter for the at-
tention of the character played
by Christopher lin offscreen
life he's married to Sybil Bur-
ton, the ex-Mrs. Richard Bur-
tont. The film shows in graphic
detail how Christopher makes
love to the daughter, then to
Jennifer and even a strange
scene with Aidman.
Jennifer Jones today
mind for me was v.)rne
washy nothing.
"I've been looking for a part
that has dimensions. and I
would at least try to give a part
more than one dimension in my
performance.. I can't stand a
character who is either a 'Goody
Two-Shoes' all the time or a
complete bitch."
• • •
JENNIFER has tried to keep
herself abreast of the times and
the troubles by her association
with groups working on the
current social . problems And in
-Angel," she is a mother, who
despite the years. refused, to
inner herself completely from
youth and from the fun, beau-.
ty--and sex-associated, errone-
ously, and exclusively with
youth.
Her daughter, played by Ho!.
1Z. Near. 'gives up trying t_o
match bier mother's Veititf aitp 
attempts st youth - and be-




It's the usual kind of thing
on the top rungs of the week-
ly United Press International
survey of top single pop rec-
ords—the Beatles have taken
No. 1 spot, with soul, rhythm
and blues and rock groups of
various sorts following.
But, hark, what's that in
11th place? The Love Theme
from Franco ZeffiretIrs
movie, "Romeo and Juliet"?
Played by Henry Mancini
-and his Orchestra? That's
what the survey showed it
was based on sales and
broadcast play.
, The ratings:
1. "Get Back," Beatle.:.
2.- "Love Can Make You
Happy," Mercy.
3. "Aquarius—Let the Sun
Shine In," 5th Dimension.
4. "Oh Happy Day," Ed-
win Hawkins Singers.
5. "Hair," Cowsills.
6: "These Eyes," Guess
Who.
7. "Atlantis," Donovan,
8. “Gitarzan," Ray Ste-
vens.
9. "In the Ghetto," Elvis
'Presley.
"Grazio' la tk-fleass 
into which the simple printed front of a table for customer
perusal.
Printing bills are ducked, too,
by special houses like theiSteak
& Ale chain of restaurants in
Dallas, Tex. Ther e, custom-
ers are handed wooden-handled
meat cleavers Engraved on the
blade's side is the menu.
• • • • 7
IN Portland, Ore., the Picadil-
ly Bar uses wood-framed slates,
harkening back to early Amer-
ican school days. The food
items are listed in- chalk
In Greenwood, Miss., waiters
at Lusco's restaurant recite the
daily fare whereas little boys
are hired solely for this task
at Aunt Fannie's Cabin. out-
Ode ._Atlanta.
Whereas everything listed on
a restaurant menu in some
places isn't what's really avail-
able in the kitchen, the reverse
is true in the Golden Pavillion.
exclusive San Frencisco Chinese
restaurant.
THE DRAFT FELT THEM -Flames are doused as police 
search
two men who broke into the induction center in Los An-
geles at 6 30 a.m, and carried out and set fire to 231 draft
records of men to be inducted the next day.
Friends of Distinction.
11, Love Theme from "Ro-
meo and Juliet," Henry
Mancini and Orchestra.
12, "The Boxer," Simon
and Garfunkel.
13. "Goodbye," Mary Hop-
kin.
14. "Bad Moon Rising,"
Creedence Clearwater Re.'
15. "Too Busy -Thinking
About My Baby," Marvin
Gaye.
16. "It's Your Thing," Is-
ley Brothers.
17. "Hawaii Five-0," Ven-
tures.
Fighter in Film
HOLLY‘l (KA) (UPI) -- One-
time heavy weight contender Hal
Baylor (6-feet 4-inches) will play
the role of Shorty, a petty rack-
eteer, in "A Hall of Mirrors"





Royal Deno and Richard
Mulligan have been added to the
cast of "The Undefeated" star-
ring John Wayne and Rock
Hudson on location in Baton
Rouge, La.
- - —
ORDERED TO COMBAT Sgt.
Michael Sanders, 22, Lex-
ington. Ky., a member of the
- U.S. Army's 15-man heaeal
guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier at Arling-
ton Cemetery, has been or-
dered to combat duty in'
Vietnam. The Army denied
that he was ordered to Viet-
nam after he criticized the
war in newspaper interview.




Manolo Fabregas, a top Mexican
leading man, landed a featured
role with Shirley MacLaine and





THEATER PARTY --- Members
of a theater party attending
the comedy hit, "Forty
Cents," in New York, Mrs.
Jacqueline Onassis chats
with a friend, architect Ed-
ward Barnes. Mrs. Onassis'
former mother-in-law, Mrs.
Rose *Kennedy, also was in
the party.
-Ikuselka644,44:
• • • .
THERE are several nude
scenes in the film -with Jordan
and his various affairs. We
asked Miss Jones about rumors
she, too, appeared in the nude.
She adamantly said "NO! I
would never appear that way in
a film!" However, there were
many on the set who told us
she appeared in close-to-noth-
ing. And the producer said he
made two versions of the film
one for European exhibition
only.
As a result of her experience
In this film, Jennifer told us she
plans to make two movies on
her own one about group ther-
apy and another about Synanon.
Meanwhile, she praised young
writer-director Robert Thom for
this film journey into a half-
dream world with nudity, maso-
chism and some deviation.
"I think this picture took
courage to write and courage
to make." she admitted "I think
It is representative of the new
freedom of art"
And we think it took courage
for Jennifer Jones to pia/ this
role In Milt film And O' cei-
telnly is representative of •
."new Jennifer Jones."
▪ To the People of Calloway County:
• Due to illness, 1 have been unfible•
• to wage an active campaign in behalf
• of the candidacy of my husband for


























• Mrs: Ruth Lovett Lassite
11811111111••••••••1111•11•11•••••••11111111•111 1111
Permit me to ask every voter in
Calloway County to go to the polls
and . . .
JOHN W. GREENE
John W. Greene, Demo-
cratic candidate for State
Auditor in the' May 27 Pri-
mary-Eleetlen. has the en-
dorsement of all foie' Ken-
tucky elected Democratic
officials in Frankfort;
Gov. Wendell H. Ford. At-
torney General Joim Breck-
iiiridge, State Treasurer
Thelma Stovall and State
Superintendent of Public
Instruction Whndell Butler.
Greene has opened State
Headquarters 'in the South-




MAY 27, 1969, PRIMARY
2 Terms, Kentucky House of Representatives
Moorbor O4 the Moos* of Iteruesyntottves 1056 60' Kentucky Genecol Atpanbly. test'Mentos, Elliott ond Ilancrezsc• Counties Scored on Education. Ifig6nroy and Count
and State Savecnrnent CoWnruttees
4 Years Administrative Assistant to Gov. Bert T. Combs
Served as spas,a1 adrn•nostroav• a ant to former GO Kest T Cornbs, with
.••••st y doles as lootson between tls• Ctoverror s o#$,,• and county and city
4 Years, Assistant Auditor
Served by, yeen• os anon,, Stat• Awdolat of Pabl.c AccoantS voktoch nseltesSian quallIned wok worlt•n•a on the lob knowledg• and •apIsfiern• foe *it
h• .nos..knq
1967 Democratic Candidate
••1n w on •II• 0••nqt entot nno64•44rot ton in 1967. 091W en sdosuctotstsd opaon•nt who
090/0 .11 OPPOSong 'horn .rs th • Moy 27 Prtnnory 11.• Nov•rna, .1957 Gametalflint•on he los, to Pt,, Ilepsdslnon osspon•n, b1 Nat on. v•••••p., k•nIadt•',won° - less title. 3,000 voles
 4 Paid Political Advertisement Green for Auditor, rempatim Chalrrruan
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*BASEBALL ROUNDUP
American Ultra.
Tommy Harper, a journey
man infielder - outfielder who
was fading from the baseball
scene only last year, has found
4Ika new life with the expansion
Seattle Pilots.
Harper stole three bases
Sunday, hiking his major leag-
ue leading to to 25—five games
ahead of the pace set by Ty
Cobb, who 96 thefts in 1915
Atli stands as the American
League record.
The Seattle speedster also
worked Stan Williams for a
• . bases loaded walk to force in
the winning run as the Pilots
edged the Cleveland Indians 3-2.
Hamer, who was picked from
the Cleveland roster during the
expansion draft in 1968, has
been running the bases on his
own since getting the gr een
light from his new manager
Joe Schultz. "Tommy is com-
plete on his own," said the
s Seattle manager and to prove it
Harper stole home during an 8-
2 Pilot victory over the In-
dians Saturday.
In other American League ac-
tion Sunday Boston blanked
Chicago 1-0, Detroit shutout
California 10-0, Baltimore de-
feated Oakland 5-3, Kansas
edged Washington 3-2, and
• Minnesota swept New York \2-1,
3-2.
4 Harper, who played five.
sons with the Cincianati Reds
• In the National League before
• being traded to Cleveland Nov.
27, 1967 for George Culver and
Fred Whitfield, attributes his
sudden success to more playing
time.
"I just wasn't playing en-
ough," said Harper, who has
jumped nine games ahead of
nt Maury Wills' National League
stolen base record of 104. "In
order for me to break the re-
cord I would have U. bat .290."
Harper had a double and a sin-
gle Sunday to boost his aver-
age to .291. In 151 trips to the
'7Va 
the Seatt leadoff man
averaged 44 hits and drawn
jg 
34 walks.
Lee Maye put the Indians a-
head 2-1 ia the sixth with a
two-run homer but the Pilots
battled back in the eighth a-
gainst Williams Wanye Comer
lead off with a walk and scored
after singles by Mike Megan
and Merritt Renew. Gus Gil
forced Renew at second and
then advanced to second on a
passed ball. Don Mincher was
walked iotentionally before Wil-
liams walked Harper an a 3-
2 pitch.
Jim Lonborg and Vicente
Rotno held Chicago to five hits
and George Scott accounted for
the only run of the game with
his fourth homer of the season
as Boston squeaked past the
White Sox. Lonborg, a World
Series hero in 1967 who suffer-
ed a serious injury to his knee
in a skiing accident the follow-
ing winter, worked the first se-
ven innings and raised his re-
cord to 3-0.
Don Wert knocked in four
runs with a homer and single
and Denny McLain, with relief
help from John Hiller, won his




pace the Tigers to an easy win
over the hapless California An-
gels. Homers by Willie Horton
and Dick McAuliffe also help-
ed send the litgels to their 10th
straight be,.
Don Buford's bases-loaded
double off reliever Roland Flog-
era enabled the Orioles to de-
feat Oakland and extend their
winning streak to five games.
Back-to-back homers by Boog
Powell end Brooks Robinson in
the first inning erased a solo
shot by Mike Hecaltherger to
give Baltimore a 3-1 lead. Dan-
ny Cater tied the score with a
two-run blast in the fourth inn-
ing before Buford delivered his
game-winning hit.
Kansas City completed a 3-
game sweep of the Senators
when Bob Oliver tripled home
Ellie Rodriguez with the win-
ning run in the 12th inning
Mike Fiore tied the game in
the eighth inning when he
singled home Pat Kelly, who
had doubled.
Dave Boswell hurled a three-
hitter and keyed a two - run
sixth inning with a double in
the opener and Ron Perranoski
put down a Yankee threat in
the ninth inning of the nightcap
The Twins-wept New York.
Cesar drove home BosweD with
a single to tie the game and
scored the winning run himself
on a merifice fly by Harmon
Killebrew.
In the second game the Twins
held a 3-0 lead until John Ellis
singled home two runs in the
last inning. Perraeoski had re-
lieved starter and winper Dick-
y/orison- with none out in the
ninth.
National League
Cecil Upshaw of the Atlanta
Braves tripped over first base
running out his first major
league home run Sunday b u t
the last laugh was on the Phil-
adelphia Philliei —
A 6-foot, 6-inch, 185-pound
rightbander who has develop-
ed into the surprise relief pitch-
ing star of the National League
season, Upshaw shook off the
embarrassment and went on to
gun down the Phillies for h i
10th save—tops in the majors.
"After all," he said with a
grin after the Braves' 4-1 vic-
tory, "I really don't get that
many opportunities to run a-
round the bases. In fact, I don't
get that many opportunities to
bat."
Luxuriating in unaccustomed
limelight, Upshaw carried on
the gag.
"I always aim for a home
run on my first swing," said
the man who never before even
made an extra base hit in the
majors. That is, if the man-
ager doesn't flash me the bunt
sign."
Mike Lum and Orlando Ce-
peda also homered for the Bra-
ves before Upshaw relieved
George Stone and shut out the
Phillies on three hits for the
last three innings. Jerry John-
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for 2 OR MORE PEOPLE
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. ere —
Murray State University's Geor-
ge Caseino Sunday won the
Hopkinsville Golf and Country
Club Invitaitional Tournament
by eight strokes over Don Wood
of Louisville.
Casein°, of Hillside, Ill., fir.
ed a two-run total of 139 to sub-
due Wood, who finished with a
147. Harcourt Kemp of Louis-
ville finished third with 148.
Casein° staged his charge
Sunday with a course record 66
to overtake Wood, who bad tak-
en the first round lead Satur
day with a 72,
20-Game %inners
CHICAGO .(UPI) — The
Chicago White Sox entered four
pitchers in the 20-game winner's
circle for the I920 season
Frban Faber, Claude Williams
Dic kie herr and Ed Cicotte
lies.
The victory enabled the Bra-
ves to open a 3% game lead
over the second-place Los An-
geles Dodgers in the western
division of the NL.
The Houston Aatros ran their
winning streak to eight
and their record for the month
to 17-4 with a 6-3 victory over
the New York Mets, the St.
Louis Cardinals downed the Los
Angeles Dodgers 4-0, the Pitts-
burgh Pirates beat the San
Francisco Giants 24 and 6-2,
the Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Montreal Expos 7-2 and the
Chicago Cabs scored a 1-0_ vic-
tory after losing to the San
Diego Padres 10-2 in other Na-
tional League games.
Jim Wynn hit his third homer
in two games and 12th of the
season and Fred Gladding turn-
ed in his eighth save of the
month for the Astros, who dealt
Tom Seaver his third loss. Glad•
ding hasn't allowed a run in
his last 11 appearances total-
ing-4.5 inniags and dating- back
to April 18.
Joe Torre doubled in two runs
and scored a third for the Car-
dinals who breezed behind the
six-hit pitching of Bob Gibson.
Gibson struck out nine as he
scored his sixth victory of the
season. Curt Flood had four
hits and Bob Johnson three in
the Cardinals' 15-hit attack
which dealt Claude Osteen his
ithird loss.
Jim Bunning pitched a five-
hitter for bh fourth victory of
the season and the 240th of his
big league career in the Pirates'
opener at San Francisco and
then rookie Carl Thylor hit a
two-run homer and Bill Maze-
roski a solo homer in the se-
cond game.
Lee May hit two homers and
drove in four runs for the se-
cond straight game as the Reds
won their fifth in a row and
handed the Expos their 10th
straight loss. Clay Carroll blank-
ed the Expos in the ninth inn-
ing to preserve Jim Merritt's
fourth win in six decisions. Bill
Stoneman was tagged for six
runs in six innings and suffer-
ed his fifth defeat.
Ron Santo earned the Cubs a
split in their doubleheader at
Diego when he homered for
the only run of the nightcap
after the Padres won the open-
er behind Johnny Padres' nine-
hitter. Reliever Ted Abernathy,
who took over for Bill Hands
in the seventh, was the winner
for the Cubs. Nate Colbert hit




W. L. Pet. GB
Chicago 29 15 .659
Pittsburgh 22 20 .524 6
St. Louis 20 21 .488 VA
New York 18 22 .450 9
Phila. 17 21 .447 9
Montreal 11 27 .299 .15
West
W. L. Pet. GB
Atlanta 26 13 .667 —
Les Ang. 23 17 .575 3%
San Fran. 29 19 .548 4%
Cincinnati 20 19 .513 8
Houston 21 24 .46'7 8
San Diego 17 29 .370 1244
Sundays Results
Atlanta 4 Philadelphia 1
Cincinnati 7 Montreal 2
Houston 6 New York 3
St. Louis 4 Los Angels 0
San Diego 10 Chicago 2, 1st
Chicago 1 San Diego 0, 2nd
game
Pittsburgh 2 San Fran 1, 1st
game
Pittsburgh 6 San Fran 2, 2nd
game
Today's Probable Pitchers
St. Louis, Briles 2-3 at At-
lanta, Niekro 6-3 8 p. m.
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Diego at New York, night
Los Angeles at Montreal, night
t. Louis at Atlanta, night
hiladelphiat at Houston, night





Baltimore 32 13 .711
Boston 26 14 .650
Detroit 21 17 .553
New York 20 24 .456
Washington 20 25 .444
Cleveland 10 26 .278
West
W. L. Pet, GB
Minn. 23 16 .590
Oakland 21 17 .533 1%
Kan. City 20 21 .488 4
Chicago 17 18 .486 4
Seattle 19 21 .475 4%
Calif. 11 28 .282 12
Sundays Results
Boston 1 Chicago 0
Detroit 10 California 0
Seattle 3 Cleveland 2
Baltimore 5 Oakland 3
Kan City 3 Wash 2, 12 inns.
Minn. 2 New York L. 1st
Minn. 3 New York 2., 2nd
Today's Probable Pitchers
Minnes3ta, Hall 2-2 at Wash-
ington, Coleman 2-4, 7:30 p. m.
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at Oakland. night
Cleveland at California, night
Baltimore at Seattle, night
Boston at Kansas City, night
New York at Chicago, night







Great Stars Don't Coach 
OriIDETROIT (UPI) -
one of the National Football
League's Number One draft
choices since 1936 has gone MI
to become a head coach. Ile
Was Harry Gilmer, the former
Alabama quarterback drafted
No. I by the Washington Red-
skins. (ilmer was head coach
of the Detroit Lions. 1956-66
seasons.
*4*
Bob Shaw of the Milwaukee-
Brave.. committed eight baits











Bert Yancy Wins Atlanta Classic
ATLANTA UPI - Bert Yancey
would never have been a pro
golfer if a nervous breakdown
hadn't nipped his military career
in the bud but he's glad things
turned out like they did.
Latest success for the 30-year-
old former West Pointer came
Sunday when he beat Australian
Bruce Devlin on the second hole
of a sudden death playoff to win
the $23,000 first prise in the At-
lanta Golf Classic.
Although he hadn't won a tour-
nament since the 1967 Greater
Dallas Open, that was enough
to boost Yancey's earnings past
the $50,000 mark for this year -
close on the heels of the better
than $65,000 he won in 1967 and
again in 1968 and a whale of a lot
more than he'd be making as an
Army officer.
"After 31/2 years at the point,
I'd really thought I'd be a career
officer," Yancey said. "But the
nervous breakdown, which hos-
pitalized me for nine months and
got me a medical discharge,
changed all that, It's funny some-
times how thin6s go; it really
worked out well for me."
Yancey couldn't have defended
his country's honor any better
if he were in uniform. In what
Devlin said seemed "more like
the British Open than a U. S.
tournament," Yancey was the
only American among the top
four finishers. Foreigners took
five of the top eight spots.
Yancey and Devlin, both shoot-
ing final round 69s, wound 1.4)
regulation play at 11-under-par
277; SOuth Africa's Gary Player
was right on their heels with his
70-278; and Australia's Bruce
Crampton was next at 73-279.
Yancey came home in front
by sinking three straight birdie
putts. The first, on the final re-
gul/tion hole, got him into the
plal,off; the second kept him alive
as the 31-year-old Devlin ran in
his second straight birdie putt;
and the third won the money as
Devlin, going, first, barely miss-
ed on his try for three in a row.
"I feel like a million dollars,"
Yancey said elatedly. "It's been
a long day. I have never been ma
playoff before and I certainly nev-
er madehree putts like that Ma
row."
Everybody thought Devlin, who
predicted at the start of the round
that a foreigner woulcL be the
I it
whaler, had the Atlanta Classic
la the bag when he stormed into
a two-stroke lead with four holes
left to play by running off four
consecutive birdies.
But the former plumber from
Australia missed a gimmie putt
for his par on No. 16 after blast-
ing out of a trap and then drove in-
to the woods at No. 17 enroute to
his second straight bogie.
It was a long day. In addition
to the playoff, play was delayed
for about an hour by a torrential
rain which came up suddenly and
sent the more than 20,000 spec-
tators scampering for cover. A
number of spectators were in-
jured, three of them seriously,
when a train carrying then around
the course jackknifed.
Pete Brown, the second round
leader and seeking to become
only the second Negro ever to
in more than one pro golf tour-
meat, wound up in a tie for





the regional high school tennis
tournament, held here Friday
and Saturday, leaving four girls
and four boys in the running for
state titles.
Winners in doubles competi-
tion were:
—Boys—Kyle Katterjohn and
Tommy ,ilierley of Paducah
Tilghman.,
—Girls—Hopkinsville
Winning in singles' play were:




The Paducah doubles team
stopped Caldwell County 6-1, 3-6.
6-0 for (he championship. Hop-
kinsville's girls topped Paducah
Tilghman's Nora Smith and
Sarah Lynn 6-2. 6-3 for the title.
Spencer downed C a Id w ell
County's Bob Williami 3-6, 8-6,
6-3 and Miss Rowlett eliminated
Karan Miller of Henderson Holy
Name, 6-2, 6-0 for the girls'
crown. All four finalists in
singles competition advance to
the state.
Knudson and rookie Grier Jones, Fading golf king Arnold Pale
the 1968 NCAA champion. New mer finished with a 72-287 and
Zealand lefthander Bob Charles, Jack Nicklaus was even farther
winner of the inaugural Atlanc hack at 72292.
Classic in 1967, was alone
281. Defending champion Bob
on shot a 9-over-par 81 Sunday
and wound up far tack in th
pack at 294.
Yale University has won or
shared 21 NCAA golf cham-
pionships.
Ward hem Mawr Stad's Hardware
I am a candidate for the Murray City Council.
I am a partner and active manager of 'Starks
Hardware. My wife lo--the -former. lislaeua 
We and our two daughters, Cindy and Kathy, live
at 1624 Sunset Drive.
We have lived in Murray for the past 14 years,
during which time I have studied Murray's civic
affairs and have attended any city government
meeting which was open to the public.
rbelieve I have a complete understanding of
the workings of our 'My government and feet'
qualified to serve if elected as a Councilman for
the City of Murray.
I am available for any questions concerning
city government at 753-1227 or 753-4508. Please
feel free to call me If you have any comment or
questions.
Your vote would be greatly appreciated.
THE KY. MOUNTAIN LAUREL
 QUEEN
DORSES CHARLIE LASSITER'
To the People of Calloway County. I would like to ask all
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MAY 26, 1969
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
4
RAGE CENTER, Houston - Apollo 10 astronaut 
Eugene Cernan
as lie report that the spacecraft's sp
lashdown will be
by Nog* girls welcoming the trio to American Samoa:
"You can piss On to the governor of Pago Pago we're 
ready to
kick up our heels."
-WASHINGTON - R. W. R. Pone, 
D.Tex,. 
House agriculture
cheirman, chairing that President Nixon's proposal to 
give free
stamps to poor families would not work:
If rta just give them this food, the money they're 
spending for
now is going to go for beer and marijuana and w
orse."
BOBO, Mass, Four clergymen on an old wooden bandstand
reading the names of all American men who died hi 
Vietnam.
"Almighty God, our Father and the Father of the whole family
ot man, guide us as we memorialize these met 10St In the WWII-
ntre War,"
- -
TIFCATUR, Ga. - Barbara Jane Madde testifying et lbs
Oe her accused kidnaper, Gary Steven Krist, wbu allegedly 
buried
her alive:
"I told him, 'You don't realize what it would be like to be
burled, " She said Krist replied, "1 es I do, I was in prison for
Kria years. It's like being buried."
'
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Restaurant Menus a Sort of Art Form?




SAN FRANCISCO - Domi-
nick Provo had the early-morn-
ing shift when an excited caller
relayed urgent news: A fishing
trawler was overdue reaching
port Suickly, Provo turned to
his typewriter.
Soon a typesetting machine
out in the composing room clat-
tered and, a little while later, a
press put Provo's terse details
into print. So is Provo a hard-
driving reporter for a local
newspaper?
Not at all. He's manager for
G. M. McCallum Co., a firm
that specialises in producing
restaurant menus, a business
with fast-breaking deadlines of
ICS OWT.
On this partieular morning,
the fishing boat's delayed re-
turn meant no fresh swordfish
steaks for lunch at Tadlik's
Grill, one of San Francisco's
downtown restaurants. A quick
substitute had to be made




printing in the U.S. today,
menu production is done by
hundreds of relatively small,
privately - owned companies,
each serving his immediate geo-
graphic area. J. E. BeU Printing
Co in Chicago, for example,
has 1.60 different accounts and
turns out about 300 different
menu/ a day. Yet some printing
rune are only for 25 copies and
Bell's 'biggest daily order is for
250 menus for a private club.
Typographical mistakes are
comparatively rare in menu
printing, most printers say, but
they do crop up.
Edward X. Meegan of the
Daily New Printing Co. here
remembers making one for a
medical association convention
Two diners in the Moby Disk Restaurant of the Stardust
Hotel on Las Vegas' Strip study elaborately printed menus.
into which the simple printed
menus are inserted.
King Menus of Hayward,
Calif., has a number of clients
that pay $5 or $6 apiece for
such elaborate covers and one
went $8.10 apiece for its cover
that's complete with gold em-
bossed lettering on simulated
leather a fancy Lassie and
heavy parchment paper for the
insert
Understandably, owners that
spend so much for a Menu
cover frown on the tendency for
customers, usually tourists, to
take them along as souvenirs of
their high-priced meals.
• • •
TO HEAD off stich collectors
Tocla that turned an ordlnaxY bah" King Menus reproduces in %rd
=knot & TINES FILE
Dr. A. H. Kopperud was elected president of the Murray Lions
:lib at the meeting held at the Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported are B. Macon Hamlin, 86, of Ventura, California,
and Mrs. Ray Martin, 5'7, of Memphis, Tenn.
George Allbritten, Eli Aleiande_r, James Bondurant, Joe Pat
Hackett, Jimmie Klapp, Tom Lamb, and William McElrath were
the seven Murray High seniors named to the National Honor
Society.
A deliestian „og-!, the Spring Creek. Baptist aserch tasheen
anoouneed iter May 29 by the pastor. Rev, R. Riley will preadi
the dedicator y service.
. _ - r----,--*A.Net-lossent_isseco-e.,efraveirrie.. The ,tze a. 
°copy ots..fts more costly
typesetter ,adadently Set the menus. These are given to pat-
word "surgeon" instead of rons. "It saves a lot of money
"sturgeon" as the broiled din- and is good advertising," offers
ner entre. Visiting d°cthrs Herchel Perkins, the shop man-
thought the error so funny that
Meegan's company Was asked
to run off extra copies—with
the mistake.
Almanac
Today is Monday, May 26, the
1415th day of 191110 with 11.9 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1868, President Andrew
Johnson was acquitted of im-
peachment charges — his op-
ponents losing by one vote.
In 1945, US. B-29's hit Tokyo
with 4,000 tons of bombe.
In 1954, more then 100 crew
members of the aircraft carrier
"Bennington" died when an ex-
• • •
To CONVEY a mood of die-
Unction to perhaps otherwise un-
distinctive bills of fare, posh
eateries spend liberally to dec-
orate their menus artistically or
to entertain diners with blocks
of text material. Others put
their money into fancy covers
plosion rocked the ship off the
coast of Rhode Island.
In 1964, Prime Minister Ne-
hru of laths died at the age of
164.
A thought for the day —
Jonathan Swift said: "Laws are
like cobwebs, which may catch
mall flies, but let wasps and
hornets break through."




• HOLLYWOOD No one in
.the film capital quite believed
It when Jennifer Jones was an-
.nounced to co-star in "Angel.
Angel Down We Go," a film to
'Abe made by Sam Katzman for
American-International Films.
1 After all, the company makes
Afilnis for the youth market and
1Katzrnan has been known for
l
years as the producer of hun-
drecle of "B" films and more re-
cently the rock 'n roll cycle
and -today" low budgetters.4which run into the million-S
I
category at present! But he's
boasted Elvis Presley in some
of his films, as well. In any
case it didn't seem likely that
ennifer Jones would fit into
type movies But, she did!
Miss Jones, since the death of
husband, the late great mov-
er David 0. Selznick. has
Met life with the ex-
or two headlines




JENNIFER has kept busy
n experiments with group ther-
py, and has been interested in
O. he Synanon Foundation as well.
7•She returns to the screen after
*seven years to play a wealthy,middle - aged woman who is
*wept up in the carefree, im-
ymoral existence of her teenage




"ANGEL" is a plenty intimate
icture of the gray shades and
atterns that have infiltrated
tethe top society, as well as the
"Wmottorn rungs of American life.
Air Why did Miss Jones, one of
Thehe first ladies of motion pic-
*tures and winner of an Oscarfor "Song of Bernadette." agree
if it, do this film?
1.., -It was the story." she admit-
"Ii•ed, having seen some of It
ar ve" in her meetings with the
Th tfore-mentioned groups. "I reed
*Itielitedi Of scripts and the




mind for me was some wimhy-
mkshy nothing.
"I've been looking for a part
that has dimensions. and I
would at least try to give a part
more than one dimension in my
performance. I can't stand a
character who is either a 'Goody
Two-Shoes' alt,Ahe time — or a
complete bitch"
• • •
JENNIFER has tried to keep
herself abreast of the times and
the troubles by her association
with groups working on the
current social problems. And in
"Anger," she is 8 mother, who
despite the years, refused to
'ever hermit' completely from
youth--and from the fun, beau-
ty and sex-associated, .errone-
ftaly, and exclusively with
*out h.
'Her daughter, played by Hot-
iy Near, gives up 'trying to
match her mother's beauty end
Ilittempts at youth and be-
comes a compulsive eater. hor-
ribly overweight. She becomes
involved with a rock 'is' roll idol,
played by Jordan Christopher,
who brings his free-living group,
played by Roddy McDowell, Lnu
Ftawis and Davey Davidson, into
the rich family circle. Charles
Aidrnan plays a multi-millicn-
etre aircraft maker, married to
Miss Jones. Life is jaded fo:
him, too.
Jennifer claims the film and
her role became attractive when
she found the conflict between_
herself and daughter for the at-
tention of the character played
by Christopher tin offscreen
life he's married to Sybil Bur-
ton, the ex-Mrs. Richard Bur-
toot. The film shows in graphic
detail how Christopher makes
love to the daughter, then to
Jennifes and even a strange
scene with Aidman.
• • •
THERE are several nude
scenes in the fifm with Jordan
and his various affairs. We
asked Miss Jones about rumors
she, too, appeared in the nude.
She adamantly said "NO! I
would never appear that way in
a film!" However, there were
many on the set who told us
she appeared in close-to-noth-
ing. And the producer said he
made two versions of the film-
one for European exhibition
only.
As a result of her experience
in this film. Jennifer told us she
plans to make two movies on
her own one about group ther-
apy and another about Synanon.
Meanwhile, she praised young
writer-director Robert Thom for
this film journey into a half-
dream world with nudity, maso-
chism and entre deviation.
"I think thiii picture took
courage to write and courage
to make,- she admitted "I think
It is representative of the new
freedom of art."
And we think it took courage
for Jennifer Jones to play this
role in this film. And it cer-
tainly is representative of a
"new Jennifer Jones."
agen
The practice of just putting
up a wall menu has been long
followed by cafeterias and
lunch counters but now has
been adopted by a variety of
quality dining and drinking
rooms around the country.
The management of -the
Ridgeviev: Inn, in Denver,
scrawls its bill of fare in chalk
on an enormous blackboard
which is left propped up in
front of a table for customer
perusal.
Printing bills are ducked, too,
'by special houses like the Steak
& Ale chain of restaurants in
Dallas, Tex. They e, custom-
ers are handed wooden-handled
meat cleavers Engraved on the
blade's side is the menu.
• • •
IN Portland, Ore., thg Picadil-
ly Bar uses wood-framed slates,
harkening back to early. Amer-
ican school days. The food
items are listed in chalk
In Greenwood. Miss., waiters
at Lusco's restaurant recite the
daily „fare whereas little boys
are hired solely for this task
at Aunt Fannie's Cabin, out-
side Atlanta, _Ga-..._. ,
Whereas everything listed on
a restaurant menu in some
places isn't what's really avail-
able in the kitchen, the reverse
Is true in the Golden Pavillion.
exclusive San Francisco Chinese
restaurant.
Although there are about 100
items on the six-page standard
menu. owner George Chow fig.
Ores this is only about 10 per
cent of what his cooks can real-
ly dish up. If he'd put all the.se
choices in print. however, Chow
fears customers would spend
too' much time just reading- -
and not enough eatino
THE DRAFT FELT THEM--names are doused as 
police search
two men who broke into the induction center in Lo
s An-
geles at 6 30 am, and carried out and set fire to 231
 draft
records of men to be inducted tile next day.
Islimmosmosismaams•mosimmEssmung
• To the People of Calloway County:
•
Due to illness, I have been unable
• to wage an active campaign in behalf
of the candidacy of my husband for
:I State Representative.
•
Permit me to ask every voter in









E and I will be .the happiest person in
: the county. \
•
a
• \ Gratefully, us •






It's the usual kind ofthing
on the top rungs of the week-
ly United Press International
survey of top single pop rec-
ords—the Bealles have taken
No. I spot, with soul, rhythm
and blues and rock groups of
various sorts following.
But, hark, what's that in
11th place? The Love Theme
from Franco Zeffirelli's
movie, "Romeo and Juliet"?
Played by Henry Mancini
"and his Orchestra? That's
what the survey showed it
was based on sales and
broadcast play,
The ratings:
1. "Get Back," Beatlo
2. "Love Can Make You
Happy," Mercy.
3. "Aquarius—Let the Sun
Shine In," 5th Dimension.
4. "Oh Happy Day," Ed-
win Hawkins Singers.
5. "Hair," Cowsills.
6. "These Eye ess
Who.
7. "Atlantis," Donovan.
8. "Gitarzan," Ray Ste-
vens.
-7 9. "In the Ghetto," Elvis
Presley.
-- 10. "Grazin' in the Grass,"
Friends of Distinction.
11. Love Theme from "Ro-
meo and Juliet," Henry
Mancini and Orchestra.
12. "The Boxer," Simon
and Garfunkel.
13. "Goodbye,',' Mary Hop-
kin.
14. "Bad Moon Rising,"
Creedence Clearwater Re-
vival.
15. "Too Busy Thinking
About My Baby," Marvin
Gaye.
16. "It's Your Thing," Is-
ley Brothers. .
17. "Hawaii Five-0," Ven-
tures.
THEATER PARTY - - Members
of a theater party attending
the comedy hit, "Forty
Cents." in New York, Mrs.
Jacqueline Onassis chats
with a friend, architect Ed-
ward Barnes. Mrs. Onassis'
former mother-in-law, Mrs.




HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - One-
time heavyweight contender Hal
Baylor (6-feet 4-inches) will play
the role of Shorty, a petty rack-
eteer, in "A Hall of Mirrors—




; 110 L L 001) (1 PI)
Royal Dano and Richard
Mulligan have been added to the
cast of "The Undefeated" star-
ring John Wayne and Rock
Hudson on location in Baton
Rouge, La,
ORDERED TO COMBAT Sgt.
Michael Sanders, 22, Lex-
ington, Ky., a member of the
U.S. Army's 15-man honor
guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier at Arling-
ton cemetery, has been or-
dered to combat duty in
Vietnam. The Army denied
that he was ordered to Viet-
nam after he criticized the
war in newspaper interview.
•-re,
MOJIDAY — MAY 26, 1969
Feature Role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - 
C)
Manolo Fabregas, a top Mexican
leading man, landed a katured
role with Shirley MacLaine and
(:lint Eastwood in "Two Mules
for Sister Sara.-










John W. Greene, Demo-
cratic candidate for State
Auditor in the May 27 Pri-
mary Election, has the en-
dorsement of all four Ken-
tucky elected Democratic
officials- in Frankfort. Lt.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford, At-
torney General John Breck-
inridge. State Treasurer
Thelma Stovall and state
Superinten"dent of Public
Instruction Wendell 14631er.
Greehe has opened .State
Headquarters in the South-




MAY 27, 196.9, PRIMARY
2 Terms, Kentucky House of Representatives
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Tammy Hamer, a journey
man infielder • outfielder who
was fading from the baseball
scene only last year, has fixind
%a new life with the expansion
Seattle Pilots.
Harper dole three bases
Sunday, hiking his major Lag-
ue leading to to 26—five games
ahead of the pace set by Ty
Cobb, who 96 thefts in 1913
Mill shads as the American
Layne record.
The Seattle speedster also
worked Stan Williams for a
bases boded walk to force in
the winning run as the Pilots
edged the Cleveland Indians 3-2.
Harper, who was picked from
the Cleveland roster 'during the
expansion draft in 1968, has
been running the bases on his
own since getting the green
light from his new manager
Joe Schultz. "Tommy is com-
plete on his own," said the
• Seattle manager and to prove it
• Harper stole home during an 8-
2 Pilot victory over the In-
dians Saturday.
In other American League ac-
tion Sunday Boston blanked
Chicago 1-0, Detroit shutout
Oallfornia 10-0, Baltimore de-
feated Oakland 5-3, Kansas City
edged Washington 3-2, and
Minnesota swept New York 2-1,
3-2.
'1 Harper, who played five sea-
sons with the Cincinnati Reds
in the National League before
being traded to Cleveland Nov.
27, 1967 for George Culver and
Fred Whitfield, attributes his
sudden mooed to more **tad
tino-
• Not wasn't playing en-
ough," said Harper, who has
jumped nine games ahead of
• Maury Wills' National League
stolen base record of 104. "In
order for me to break the re-
cord I would have to bat .290."
Harper had a double and a sin-
gle Sunday to boost his aver-
age to .291. In 151 trips to the
plate the Seattlrleadeff man
has averaged 44 hits and drawn
34 walks.
Lee Maye put the Indians a-
head 2-1 in the sixth -with a
two-run homer but the Pilots
battled back in the eighth *-
gland Williams. Wanye Corner
=off with a walk and scoredsingles by Mike Regan
and Merritt Ranevi Gus Gil
,- 'forced Renew at, second and
advanced to second on a
poised ball. Don MIncher was
walked intentionally before Wll-
Rams walked Harper on a 3-
0 2 pitch.
Jim Lonborg and Vicente
Romo held Chicago to five hits
and George Scott Recounted for
the only run of the game with
his fourth homer of the season
as Boston squeeked past the
White Sox. Lonborg, a World
Series hero in 1967 who suffer-
- ad a serious injury to his knee
In a skiing accident the follow-
,. ing winter, worked the first se-
w yen innings and raised his re-
cord to 3-0.
.1.4
Don Wert knocked in four
runs with a homer and single
and Denny McLain, with relief
help from John Hiller, won his
seventh game of the year to
pace the Tigers to an easy win
over the hapless California An-
gels. Homers by Willie Horton
and Dick McAuliffe also help-
ed send the Angels to their 10th
straight ices.
Don Buford's bases-loaded
double off reliever Roland Fing-
ers enabled the Orioles to de-
feat Oakland and extend their
winning streak to five games.
Back-to-hack homers by Hoag
Powell mid Brooks Robinson in
the first inning erased a solo
shot by Mike Henshberger to
give Baltimore a 3-1 lead. Dan-
ny Cater tied the score with a
two-run blast in the fourth inn-
ing before Buford delivered his
game-winning hit.
Kansas City completed a 3-
game sweep of the Senators
when Bob Oliver tripled home
Ellie Rodriguez with the win-
ning run in the 12th inning
Mike Fiore tied the game is
the eighth inning when he
singled home Pat Kelly, who
had doubled.
Dave Boswell hurled a three-
hitter and keyed a two - run
sixth inning with a double in
the opener and Ron Perranoski
put down a Yankee threat in
the ninth inning of the nightcap
as the Twins swept New York.
Cesar drove home Boswell with
a single to tie the game and
scored the winning run himself
on a sacrifice fly by Harmon
Killebrew.
In the second game the Twins
held a 3-() lead until John Ellis
singled home two runs in the
last inning. Perraeoski had re-
lieved starter and winner Dick'
adieux with -none aitie-in-
ninth.
National League
THE LEDGER a TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Casino Wins
Golf Tourney
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. ant —
Murray State University's Geor-
ge Casten° Sunday won the
Hopkineville Golf and Country
Club Invitational Tournament
by eight strokes over Don Wood
of Louisville.
Casein°, of Hillside, Ill., fir-
ed a two-run total of 139 to sub-
due Wood, who finished with a
147. Harcourt Kemp of Louis-
ville finished third with 148.
Casten° staged his charge
Sunday with a course record 66
to overtake Wood, who had tak-
en the first round lead Satur
day with a 72.
20-Game Whiners
CHICAGO .(UN) - The
icago White ,Sox entered four
itchers M the 20-game winner's
ircle for the 1920 season -
Urban Faber, Claude Williams,
I iickie Kerr and Ed Cicotte
lies.
The victory enabled the Bra-
ves to open a 3% game lead
over the second-place Los An-
geles Dodgers in the western
division of the NL.
The Houston Astros ran their
winning streak to eight games
and their record for the month
to 17-4 with a 6-3 victory over
the New York Mets, the St.
Louis Cardinals downed the Los
Angeles Dodgers 4-0, the Pitts-
burgh Pirates beat the San
Francisco Giants 2-1 and 6-2,
the Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Montreal &Epos 7-2 and the
Chicago Cubs scored a 1-0 vic•
after-anent-to the-San
Diego Padres 10-2 in other Na-
tional League games.
Jim Wynn hit his third homer
In two games and 12th of the
season and Fred Madding turn-
ed in his eighth save of the
month for the Astros, who 'dealt
Tom Seaver his third loss. Glad-
ding hasn't allowed a run in
his last 11 appearances total-
ing 15 innings and dating back
to April 18.
Joe Torre doubled in two runs
and scored a third for the Car-
dinals who breezed behind the
six-hit pitching of Bob Gibson.
Gibson struck out nine as he
scored his sixth victory of the
season. Curt Flood had four
hits and Bob Johnson three in
the Cardinals' 15-hit attack
which dealt Claude Osteen his
;third loss.
Jim Bunning pitched a five:
hitter for his fourth victory of
the season and the 200th of his
big league career in the Pirates'
opener at San Francisco and
then rookie Carl Taylor hit a
two-run homer and Bill Maze-
rosin a solo homer in the se-
cond game.
Lee May hit two homers and
drove in four runs for the se-
cond straight game as the Reds
won their fifth in a row and
handed the Expos their 10th
straight loss. Clay Carroll blank-
ed the Expos in the -ninth inn-
ing to preserve Jim Merritt's
fourth win in six decisions. Bill
Stoneman was tagged for six
runs in six innings and suffer-
ed his fifth defeat.
Ron Santo earned the Cubs a
split in their doubleheader at
Diego when he homered for
the only run of the nightcap
after the Padres won the open-
er behind Johnny Podres' nine-
hitter. Reliever Ted Abernathy,
who took over for Bill Hands
ln' the seventh, was the winner
for the Cubs. Nate Colbert hit
a grand slam for the Padres ifl
the first game.
Cecil Upshaw of the Atlanta
Braves tripped over first base
rtmiiing out his first major
league home run Sunday b u t
the last laugh was on the Phil-
adelphia Phillies.
A 8-foot, 6-inch. 185-pound
raght-hander who has develop-
ed into the surprise relief pitch-
ing star of the National, League
season, Upshaw shook off the
embarrassment and went on to
gun down the Phillies for h i s
10th save—tops in the majors.
"After all," he said with a
grin after the Braves' 4-1 vic-
tory, "I really don't get that
many oppertanittes to run a-
round the bases. In fact, I don't
get that many opportunities to
bat."
Luxuriating in unaccustomed
limelight, Upshaw earned on
the gag.
"I always aim for a home
run on my first swing," said
the man who never before even
made an extra base hit in the
majors. "That is, if the man-
ager doesn't flash me the bunt
sign."
Mike Lum and Orlando Ce-
pada also hoinered for the Bra-
ves before Upshaw relieved
George Stone and shut out the
hillies on three hits for the
t three innings: Jerry John-
n suffered his fifth loss a-








690 0* 'NS NATION'S• •••••,.
Plus
STATE TAX
'Not available July 1-4. Oiew ends Des 31, 1969
CHOOSE AMONG THESE 3
HOUDAY INNS of DAYTONA BEACH
1 HOLIDAY INN, INTERSTATE 15. N,nne and
*tightest not Beet ,ocatSon to 'unpack once and slant
see St Augustin*, Marineland, Silver Springs, Cave
Kennedy Space Center Family Cafeteria *enema
Mat I., bedget-priced
2 HOLIDAY INN NORTH. Potown, can to reach
U 5 1. Close to free beach facilities and 3 dolt courses
Special greens NO accordfd to guests of Holiday inns
3 HOLIDAY INN WEST. Center ot spoils arena,
dog racing, golf At Oaylons Into*nat,onal
SO“dwri*, U S. 52, MIN Interstato 4
*404
*All 3 Inns offer free beach and pool facilities of
Holiday Inn Oceanside, our resort inn, on the ocean
r For "BEST VACATION BUY", WRITE OR CALL TODAY 1i missy tans eisorvinwo CHITIN Redeem
i Veer "Sett Vacation airy 
I
i
11798 International Sioeedway Blvd., Daytona Beach, Florida 32014:PHONE (904) 255-7456
Ileeenratno can Bo made at any Holiday Ine Frye by calling as on HOLMES 24561











W. L. Pct, GB
Chicago 29 15 .659
Pittsburgh 22 20 .524 6
St. Louis 20 21 .488 7'a
New York 18 22 .450 9
Phila. 17 21 .447 9
Montreal 11 27 289 15
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Atlanta 26 13 .667 —
Los Ang. 23 17 .575 3%
San Fran. 23 19 .548 4%
Cincinnati 20 19 .513 6
Houston 21 24 .467 8
San Diego 17 29 370 1214
Sundays Results
Atlanta 4 Philadelphia 1
Cincinnati 7 Montreal 2
Houston 6 New York 3
St. Louis 4 Los Angels 0
San Diego 10 Chicago 2, 1st
Chicago 1 San Diego 0, 2nd
game
Pittsburgh 2 San Fran 1, lit
game
Pittsburgh 6 San Fran 2, 2nd
game
Today's Probable Pitchers
St. Louis, Briles 2-3 at At-
lanta, Niekro 6-3, 8 p. m.
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Diego at New York, night
Los Angeles at Montreal, night
St. Louis at Atlanta, night
Philadelphiat at Houston, night





Baltimore 32 13 .711
Boston 26 14 .650
Detroit 21 17 .553
New York 20 24 .4.55
Washington 20 25 .444
Cleveland 10 26 .278
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Minn. 23 16 .590 —
Oakland 21 17 see& 1
Kan. City 20 21 .488
Chicago 17 18 .486 4
Seattle • 19 21 .475 414
/I 28 .282 12
Sunday's Results
Boston 1 Chicago 0
Detroit 10 California 0
Seattle 3 Cleveland 2
Baltimore 5 Oakland 3
Kan City 3 Wash 2, 12 inns.
Minn. 2 New York L. 1st
Minn. 3 New York 2., 2nd
Today's Probable Pitchers
Minnesota, Hall 2-2 at Wash-
ington, Coleman 2-4, 7:30 p. m.
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at Oakland, night
Cleveland at galifornia, night
Baltimore at Seattle, night
Boston at Kansas City, night
New York at Chicago, night
Minn. at Washington, night
Great Stars Don't Coach
DETROIT (UPI) - (Ink
one of the National Football
League's Number One draft
choices since 1936 has gonc
to become a head coach. Ile
was Harry Gilmer, the former
klabama quarterback drafted
No. I by the Washington Red-
skins. Gilmer was head coach
of the Detroit Lions. 1956-66
ieasonS.
* * *
Bob Shaw of the Milwaukee
Braves committed eight balk-
during the 1963 season, a major
league record.
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Bed Yancy Wins Atlanta Classic
ATLANTA UPI - Bert Yancey"
would never have been a pro
golfer if a nervous breakdown
hadn't nipped his military career
in the bud but he's glad things
turned out like they did.
Latest success for the 30-year-
old former West Pointer came
Sunday when he beat Australian
Bruce Devlin. on the second hole
of a sudden death playoff to win
the $23,000 first prize in the At-
lanta Golf Classic.
Although he hadn't won a tour-
nament since the 1967 Greater
.Dallas Open, that was enough
to boost Yancey's earnings past
the $50,000 mark for this year -
close on the heels of the better
than $65,000 he won in 196'1 and
again in 1968 and a whale of I lot
more than he'd be making as an
Army officer.
"After Viz years at the point.
I'd really thought I'd be a career
officer," Yancey said. "But the
nervous breakdown, which hos-
pitalized me for nine months and
got me a medical discharge,
changed all that. It's funny some-
times how things go; it really
worked out well for me."
Yancey couldn't have defended
his country's honor any better
if he were in uniform. In what
Devlin said seemed "more like
the British Open than a U. S.
tournament," Yancey was the
only American among the top
four finishers. Foreigners took
five of the top eight spots.
Yancey and Devlin, both shoot-
ing, final round 69s, wound up
regulation play at 11-under-par
277; South Africa's Gary Player
was right on their Wake with his
70-278; and Australia's Bruce
Crampton was next at 73-279.
Yancey came home in front
by sinking three straight birdie
putts. The first, on the final re-
gulation hole, got him into the
playoff; the seconnicept him aliye
as the 31-yeannid Devlin ran in
his second straight birdie putt;
cl_won the money as
first, barely miss-
ed on his try for three in a row.
"I feel like a inillion dollars,"
Yancey said elatedly. "It's been
a long day. I -have never been in a
playoff before and I certainly nev-
er made three putts like that ma
row."
Everybody thought Devlin, who
,predicted at the start of theround
that a foreigner would, be the
winner, had the Atlanta Classic
In the bag. when he stormed into
a two-stroke lead with four holes
left to play by running off four
consecutive birdies.
But the fKmer plumber from
Australia missed a gimmie putt
for his par on No. 16 after blast-
ing out of a trap and then drove in-
to the woods at No. 17 enroute to
his second straight bogie.
It was a long day. In addition
to the playoff, play was delayed
for about an hour by a torrential
rain which came up suddenly and
sent the more than 20,000 spec-
tators scampering for cover. A
number of spectators were in-
piled, three of them seriously,
when a train carrying then around,
course jackknifed.
Pete Brown, the second round
Leader and seeking to become
only the second Negro ever to
win more than one pro golf tour-
nament, wound up in a tie for
fifth at 280 with Canadian George
Knudson and rookie Grier Jones,
the 1968 NCAA champion. New
Zealand lefthander Bob Charles,
winner of the inaugural Atlan
Classic in 1967, was alone a
281 Defending champion Bob Lu-
nn shot a 9-over-par 81 Sunday
and wound up far back in th
pack at 294.
Fading golf king Arnold Pale
mer finished with a 72-287 and
Jack Nicklaus was even farther
hack at 72-292.
Yale University hae won or






the regional high school tennis
tournament, held here Friday
and Saturday, leaving four girls
and four boys in the running for
state titles.
Winners in donbles competi-
tion were:
—Boys—Kyle Kaitet john and
Tommy Kerley of Paducah
Tilghman;
—Girls—Hopkinsi lie.
Winning in singles' play were:




The Paducah doubles team
stopped Caldwelf County 6-1, 3-6,
6-9 fer nne-rhampionship. Hop-
kinsville's girls topped Paducah
Tilghman's Nora Smith and
Sarah Lynn 6-2, 6-3 for the title.
Spencer downed Caldwell
County's Bob Williams 3-6, 6-6,
6-3 and Miss Rowlett eliminated
Karan Miller of Henderson Holy
Name, 6-2, 6-0 for the 'mils'
crown. All four finalists in
singles competition advance to
the state.
lend Keene Mamer Start's Hardware
I tun a candidate for the Murray City Council.
I am a partner and active manager of Starks
Hardware. My wife is the former Urbena Starks.
-rI
We and our two daughters, Cindy andKoky, live
at 1624 Sunset Drive.
We have lived in Murray for the past 14 years,
during which time I have studied Murray's civic
affairs and have attended any city government
meeting which was open to the public.
I believe I have a complete understanding of
the 'takings Of our city government and feel
qualified to serve if elected as a Councilman for
the City of Muiray.
I am available for any questions concerning
city government at 753-1227 .or 753-4508. Please
feel free to call me if you have any comment or
questions.
Your vote would be greatly appreciated.
THE KY. MOUNTAIN LAUREL
QUEEN
ENDORSES CHARLIE LASSITER
To the People of Calloway County. I would like to ask all













By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Met de yen think of a man who tolls his
wife everything the* Impels as a trip away from home?
You see, Albert travels and is away from home about two
weeks out of every moo&
He is always telling me about how he and some other
guys get mixed up with strip-teasers and belly dancers, and
they close the dub and go to theft girk place and drink until
morning. But Albert newer does anything. It's always the
other guys. He claims he gets reeked loth situations like this.
I am wondering if he is tel me the whole truth. How
come if my Albert is so innocent, things like this keep
happening to biro? But as the ether head, if he were guiky,
why should be mention k? MIXED UP
DEAR MIXED UP: You don't thy bow eid your Ailed
Is. but be has a ist of mewing up to de. Utah boys Me to
talk. Y mar hothead hos a big month and probably as
imaginatisa which is bigger. lie amid dm be trying to make
yes jealous, so ymell appreciate him sere. When be darts
es another me el his Ambles Nights tales. tune Mao out and
dosage the imbjed.
DEAR ABBY: In reference to "Bewildered Grandma,"
who says her husband at SO is still looking at bosomy women.
I am only 17, bid I know this much about men. They look.
at women until they die.
My father is 50 indite's still looking. My &other, who is
25, is happily married, but he is looking, too I have a
boyfriend who is nearly 20, and be also looks.
So. Grandma, don't worry. The Only way you'll stop
"Grandpa" tram looking is to poke his eyes aut. CINDY
DEAR CINDY: I wesidn't recommend it. He who MA
able to "leek" resorts to Break.
— DEAR ARRI14)Altet .:!.BEWILDEEED..GRANDMA':
whose husband likes to look at the cute, young girls that she
is lucky.
My husband was also a "Grandpa" who liked to look.
And I used to say, "Keep looking, my {aye, for when a man
digs inking he's dead."
Welt he's dead now, and how I wish he were alive today
as§ MS looking. A woman shwa be thankful for a fuo-lov-
ing beim* ;he boo a twinkle to hie eye awl can appreci-
• ate a peed hod* 'mom ANOTSER GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Thoth yea ler yaw precious, booed
message. 1 agree. Ndisesn't ismer where a man gets Ms
appetite as Meg as he dines at home.
DEAR ABBY: You've bed a running fend in your column
lately about whillor to bathe the baby in the sink
Let's fersot alma the dishes for a loomed and think
about baby. And Moth
Babies grow up faster then we think. Mamas do get
Milled away, or smite turn their backs foss moment to turn
SO roast or =ewer the telophees. Babies have jumped out of
AIM. Robles hove termed se the hot water.
Sloe this, "A preacher who has had to cow* Ouch
Noothers." DON J. KLINGENSMITH
DEAR PREACHER: I appreciated your letter. And so
wil many ansthers to winos the above mendened may set
have occurred. [P. IL I wader ifCestriefts ever said. "Baby
who to bathed in doh is seek••fl
Everybody ben • problem Marl years, For a personal
reply wills is Abby. Bea WM, Los Angeles, Cal. Meek ed
males a stamped. soll-addreseod envelope.
For A' by. sow booklet. "What Teeo-Airers Wamt
Law."seed Sl. to Abby. Boa 07N, Las Amok" CaL
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FASHIONETTES
By United Press International
Play the lasso game in
summer clothes. Take a rope, or
two or three or four, and tie
them on. Toss a rope of jewelry
3ver a pendant, a string of pearls
or a tassel, for the new layered
•ook.
* * *
Knits now go into slinky
nighttime fashions. Designers
show them with deep plunging
necklines, high waists, halter
tops too, and bared backs.
Phone 753-1117 or 753-4047
WINNING INSTRUCTORS — Instructors of the Anse Hobby
Products Co. who receiveitawaros at the rally in Nashville, Tenn.
recently are pictured left to right: Helen Allen, Fulton, 5th
place; Martha Armstrong, Murray, 6th place; Shirley Crockett,
Lima. Ohio; Wanda Ray, Hickory, mana2er of the Hickory
Nutts; and Sarah Crick, Murray, 1st place.
Down the
arden Path
By Mrs. W. P. WILLIAMS
I have =Stem owed ties
about gym ottheNItI or
odd plants but today I want to
talk about some of the most
ordinary flowers we have. The
*lowly zinnia and marigold, each
so easy to grow, needing no care
whatsoever, other than cutting
off the old blooms to keep the
new ones coming.
But them annuals have been
developed to the ,extent that
some of them are as lovely as the
most exotic blossom from the
greenhouse. I think the
old-fashioned stiff zinnias are
still valuable as a back ground
and as a cut flower.
They can literally
,nistreated and still put out their
bright gold and orange blooms
continually throughout the
hottest summer and on into tall.
The newer fantasy zinnia is as
pretty, as a dirysanthemum; the
tiny, Tom Thumb variety, only
six inches high, makes attractive
edges for other flower beds. The
foot high plants can be put
anywhere and the two tone ones
fit in with mod any colors as the
yellow and orange with a touch
of brown rarely dashes with
other flowers.
The seeds will not germinate
until the ground is warm, Ito this
Is an ideal tirne to plant. They
grow Fixity and do better
ithout any coddling. It survives
hest and drought better than
plants. And they do better
In comparatively poor soil, as
too much fertilizer, results in
too much foliage and too little
bloom.
Marigolds are just about as
easy to grow and have if
anything, an even wider range of
variations of the yellow and
orange colors. There is no white,
as there is in the zinnia and one
seed company has offered a
considerable sum to anyone who
finds a pure white marigold. The
newer sorts have eliminated the
odor that is objectionable to
some people.
So along with the finer, more
exotic plants., sow a few seed of
Party pants threaten to put
the party drew into mothballs. It
seems almost everyone is
wearing them, with wide culotte
few either in solid shades or
wild prints. At Harvey Senn's.
designer Karen Stark also shows
them with narrow le, cuffed
with amen. Tops are like











PANELLING GIVES room warm rich look. Here, the "paneling'
Wood grain pattern has been applied below windows, left, and to
By JOAN 0311LUVAN
OltY yesterday, wallpaper-( was a messy do-it-
yourself job involving paste,
brushes and paUence aplenty.
Today, it's different! Self-ad-
bootee plastic has made quick
and may changes possible. All
you do is peel off the protec-
Uve backing and press the
plastic in place.
Prom our own experience.
we've found a emooth ruler is
a handy tool on the job. Use
It to -push" out any wrinkles
once the covering is applied.
Another tip: Work on just &-
assail area at a tone, peeling
art backing as you proceed
further.
You Can use self-adhesive
plastic, which comes in count-
lam patterns, on walls and in
many other ways, as well.
Stylists for Comark Plastics
suggest these Ups:
• A Case For Color: En-
liven bookcases by lining the
shelves with colorful covering.
• Screening Suggestion.
Make a two-way room divider
by covering one aide of a ply-
wood screen with vroodgrain
pattern plastic. Use a different
pattern on the other side.
• Window Frame: Brighten
is self-adhesive plastic.
wall behind sofa bed.
ONE SIDE of doubly useful screen is covered with Flock On
Print. Other side not shown) is done in wood grain design.
a- window by framing at Wail
Inexpensive pine shutters cov-
ered with a multicolor flocked
print plastic.
• Shade Of Interest l'se
self-adhesive plastic to pat-
tern a plain window shade
• Table Topper To give a
worn table top a brand new
look, cover it with a wood
pattern. .
• Closet Caper: Brighten
the walls of a closet with plks-
tic in a floral pattern. When
dust collects, use a damp cloth
to wipe walla clean again
THEWS'S 1413 UMW to Ilse ways in which you can apply self-adhesive plastic. Floral pat-
. tern frames a wasdow, covers plain windoweItede, lamp shade and is used on the wall
•
zinnias and marigolds.
Whether it is because of the
mild winter or some other
reason, I have never men Ea
many pests of all sorts this early
In the season. Many people have
said they never saw black spot
on the roses this early, so it is
time to spray with Phalton. It
will help but I have newer found
anything that will completely
eliminate it. But when I see
aphids ant: what have you on
nearly every plant, I am
reminded of a varee in the first
chapter of the Prophecy of Joel.
It reeds like this: "That which
the pahnerworm bath left, hath
the locust eaten; and that which
the locust hath left, bath the
cankerwork eaten; and that
which the cankerwom bath left,
bath the caterpiller eaten."
Unless we get out the spray and
work fast the prophecy will
certainly come true.
HOLLIAOOD (UPI)
Actor Arthur Hill has been ap-
pointed to the Board of Direc-
tors of the Screen Actors Guild.




Plans ,have been completed
by Miss Cynthia Sue Humph-
reys, daughter of Mr. end Mrs.
Quell Thomas Humphreys, for
the wedding to Larry Thomas
Ragsdale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Albert Ragsdale.
The ceremony will be rqd
tyon orr'cildl, ocky inMaythe*afatetrnoon in
the sanctuary of the First Bap-





will be presented by Miss Bev-
erly Paschall, pianist, and Miss
Unlade., DaHrneumpll, soloist.hreys has 
chosen
her sister, Mrs. W. C. Adams,
Jr., as her matron of bonc.
Miss Jan Reagan and Miss
Cheryl Jones are bridesmaids
Oatman Farley will be best
man for Mr. Ragsdale. Ushers
will be James Daly Ragsdale,
James Edwards, and Larry Elk.
ins.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding




Shelley Winters heads for
London to star with Donald
Pleasence in "Arthur! Arthur?"
when :the actress completes her
role with Jackie Gleason in "Let
Me Count the Ways."
I. M. SIMON & CO.
Business Established 1874
STOCKS • BONDS • MUTUAL FUNDS









The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center at 7:30 pm.
• • •
The WMU council meeting of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Welton 41,kerson at 7:30 p.m.
i • • •
The Ruth Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church will
Meet at the !lame of Mrs. Bob-
by McDowell at 7:30 p.m.
Se.
Care with Tenderizers
Be sure to follow directions
for cooking pre-tenderized meats
or using a meat tenderizer in the
home kitchen, says the
manufacturing chemists
association. Meats that have
been sprinkled with tenderizer
should be refrigerated if not
cooked at once. Chilling retards
the softening action, while room
temperature hastens it and rnay
cause the meat to become
mushy. Pre-tendered and
tenderized Meats cook in lets
than the usual time, so care must









Max A. Weaver, a City Council-
man for Ward A, asks your Sup-.
port on May 27th, 1969.






In The Following Precincts:
NO. 1, Z-3, 4, 5, 6, HARRIS GROVE, CLAYTONS CREEK,
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGHWAY SCHOOL
MOW am
Be prepared to tell the Election Of fker if you live in the
Graded School District or the Common School District.
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TILLS SEATO MININTIRS 114
DANISKOK THAT WILL-BEING
OF AMANS IS "PIEMANENT







AIRMY TAKES CONTROL IN ROSARIO
ARGENTINA'S SECOND LARGEST
CITY, DURING STUDENT RIOTtNG
POPULATION NOTE. INDIA
FRETS REMITS S MIK
HAVE EATEN SOD MORS
IN ONE STATE IN PAST




















j Homes Sales Caught




If you plan to buy a home,
you're walking into the toughest
market since the end of World
War II.
Prices have spiraled and
homes in many cities are in
short supply. In its semiannual
survey of housing markets, Ad-
_sauce Mostiraosti Corp,of Detroit-
calls the shortage the most se-
vere in 20 years.
A home loan is hard to get
and will cost you substantially
more than it would have a year
ago.
The outlook is further black-
ened by a warning from some
officials that things are going
40.4sit---avorse before they get
better.
The consumer is being
pinched on two fronts:
--A critical shortage of logs,





may not have the








of housing demand, put lumber
and plywood prices on a run-
away course. Prices recently
dipped in an unsettled market,
but they're still far higher than
a year ago. Rising labor, tax
and insurance costs have added
further to the cost of a house. -At the root of the over-all
--Tight money, a government- problem, says the NFPA, "is an
created factor to cool the eco- unnecessarily restricted supply.
nomy and curb inflation, has of softwood timber available for
rro--
record levels, ducts.
The National Association of "This- condition has de-
Home Builders (NAHB) esti- veloped Over a period of years
mates increases in lumber and as the result of policies of the
plywood prices have added a- federal government in the ad-
bout $1,200 to the cost of a ministration of its commerical
$25,000 home in the past year. forest lands which have resulted
Many middle-income home in the withholding of mature
buyers are unable to get loans, timber from harvest." --
according to a survey of bankers, The. trade associationon-
economists and real estate sales- tends the amount of timber the
men. . Many banks have made Forest Service annually allows
it tough to get loans by hiking to be cut could be hiked in
interest rates and down payment many areas "without drawing
requirements and reducing the from the nation's future tim-
length of commitments. her supply.- Some conserva-
tion groups, inclOing - theinterest Rates Up 
70,000-member Sierra Club,
The Federal Home Loan disagree bitterly.
Bank reports the national aver- Any increase in the allowable
age effective iroerest rate on*cut would be in addition to
conventional nn-home loans at the 1.1 billion board feet freed
7.39 per cent, the highest ever for public sale by President
and up from 6.62 per cent a Nixon.
year ago.
Digging deeper into his poc-
ket, the buyer of a new home
will have monthly payments 25
per cent higher than he would
have paid a year ago for the
same home, according to Ad-
vance Mortgage Corp.
A pent-up demand for hous-
ing sent lumber and plywood
prices skyrocketing late last
year. The price of quarter-inch
interior-grade plywood soared to
$144 a thousand square feet in
late February from $76 a year
earlier.
As buyers began backing off,
a major Oregon producer made
several price cuts. Banks
boosted lending rates. In short
order, the bottom fell out of
the plywood market in late
February.
A score of Oregon and Wash-
ington plywood mills, many un-
able to make money by pro-
cessing high-cost logs, arty% shut
down to wait out uncertain mar-
ket conditions.
Industry sources are uncer-
tain where lumber and plywood
prices are headed. But the Na-
tional Forest Products Associa-
tion (NFPA), an industry trade
association, described the cur-
malt market psychology as "fa-
vorable to further price in-
creases."
Congressional Hearings
At the height of the price
spirals, hearings were held by
two congressional subcom-
mittees, President Nixon stepped
in. and an investigation was de-
manded by Housing and Urban
Development Secretary George
Romney and the Association
General Contractors of America.
Nixon directed the federal
government to make an addi-
tional 1.1 billion board feet of
public' timber available to pri-
vate industry. He also ordered
the Pentagon to keep its lum-
ber purchases to a minimum and
told , the Interstate Commerce
Commission to take action to
relieve the shortage of boxcars
used to ship lumber from the
Pacific Northwest.
Home builders and wood pro-
ducts executives welcome
Nixon's actions but cautioned
the effects would he limited.
Michael Sumichrast. NAIIII
chief economist. said Nixon's
moves will have little impact
immediately. "We can't see
much-Otis decline in lumber
prices before summer," he said
However, Sumichrast said the
Vi hite House maim helped halt
the price rise chiefly through
its psychological effect, a damp-
ening factor he believes will be
only temporary.
The forest products industry,
already hit by loss of markets to
competing materials, has de-
plored the situation and blamed
the federal government for the
chronic shortage of logs. (About
60 pee cent of the nation's soft-
wood timber is on federal lands.)
Timber Uproar
Gordon Robinson, forestry
consultant to the Sierra Club,
said any such increase poses a
threat to conservation.
-We must not sacrifice the
forest environment by reducing
the standards of their manage-
ment only to build more su-
burban sprawl," he said.
Robinson said that, instead
of cutting more trees, the na-
tion should turn to wood sub-
stitutes to make up for lumber
and plywood shortages.
And that's just what worries





The University of Mexico, al-
ready the biggest single-campus
university in the world with an
enrollment of more than 96,000,
will have a student body of
266,000 by 1979, according to
a prediction by Jorge Amupdia;
general secretary to the Uni-
versity rector. The University 's
budget this year is almost $49
million, up $8.5 million over
last year.
Careless
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) -
According to the Kentucky De-
partment of Public Safety, one
of every 49 drivers lost his li-
cense in 1968. Biggest single
reason was failure to comply
ith the financial-responsibility




LOUISVILLE, ICI. (UPI) - A
survey by the Southern Inter-
state Nuclear Board and the
Atomic Energy Commission in-
dicates Kentucky has uranium
deposits valuable enough to war-
rent further investigation for
possible mining. The deposits





OSLO (UN) - The aver-
age Norwegian will eat 10 per
cent less potatoes in 1980 and
his consumption of bread and
cereals will decrease between 12
and 13 per cent, according to a
prognosis by the Norwegian agri-
culture ministry. On the other
hand, consumption of meat,
fruit, vegetables and eggs will
increase, the forecast said.
NEW MOON -This is Cen-
tral Press artist John Kran-
er's illustration of the "new"
out-of-round (compare cir-
cle) shape of the Moon ac-
cording to Apollo 10's on-
board radar and computer.
It verifies NASA scientists'
theories that the far side
(lower) bulges at the equa-
tor and the side ,facing
Earth is flattened someven6t.
Geologists say the far side.
has a thick crust with many
craters and mountains and
near side has many Mains.
Reindeer Ownership
ALTA, North Norway (UPI)
The number of families with
reindeer in the province of Fin-
mark has increased each year
since World War 11. in 1948,




50:0 roljAefi n d':e8et2.
increased to 220 families of 978







t pledge to serve all interests of this county to
the best of my ability. You'll find me just the
same, before and after the election.
* *
PLEASE, TAKE THIS AS MY PERSONAL PLEA
FOR YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
441 feel very safe and secure in our Maverick, little as it is.
It really holds the road. My husband bought it for me as a
shopping car, but every morning, he says, well I guess I'll
take the Maverick to work today.
461 wanted a car and foreign cars are
hard to fix. So my brother said
Maverick was coming, and I waited.
It's a great car to learn to drive with.
You can park it and drive it so eas-
ily. I really love it.
Miss Susan Sara, Bronxy.11e. New York'
66We bought the Maverick as a second
car when a tree fell on our import.
Maverick handles better and feels
solid and safe on the road. When I
hit a bump in the other car It was like
going over a mountain. Maverick
really flattens them out and I'm
getting 25 miles to the gallon.”
Mr. Jack Orben Computer Specsilist.
. Whote Plains, New York




66 Everybody keeps coming over to look
at it. The other night three cars
stopped. We thought we had com-
pany. Everyone in our neighborhood
says for the price it's unbelievable.
It looks like it cost much more.",
Mrs Robert J StalE. Deer Park. New York
FORD IVVICERICK '1995*
*Manufacturer's suggested retail price for the car. Price does not Include white sIdewall tires, E32.00;







WHY SHOULD I DO ANYTHING
FOR YOU? You NEVER DO






BiRTHDAY, I'LL BAKE YOU A CAKE
by Charles M. Schulz
LIFE 15 MORE PLEASANT
-WHEN YOU HAVE SOMETHING
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C entennial
38_ Red Cloud, chieftain of the Ogiala
families of the Teton Sioux, in 1199
had one last satisfaction from his dealings
with white invaders of the ancient tribal
domain. Fort Phil Kearny, on Big Piney
Fork of the Powder River, in Wyoming, was
abandoned by the Army in compliance with
terms of the treaty signed by Red Cloud
and sub-ctuatains, late in 1868 Whereupon
crap]: o2,111111
Red Cloud led warriors in wising and burn-
ing the post established in 1846 for the pur-
pose of protecting traffic along the Bozeman
Trail.
That trail had been beaten by venturers
from the South Platte River to Nerada
gold fields. Its effect was to destroy buffalo
herds upon which Ogiala depended for food,
and aroused the natives to take the aver-
Path WaYferere were killed; Forts Phil
Kearny, C. F. Smith. and Reno were kept
under virtual siege; and an expedition of
24th Infantry uidet Capt. W. J. Fetterman
annihilated.
Peace advocates in the East, whose slogan
was "Cheaper to feed the Indians than fight
them," brought the Johnson administration
to accede to Indian demands. The treaty
made at Fort Laramie promised giving up
the Bozeman Trail forts; declared terrain
east of the Big Horn Mountains and north
of the North Platte as unceded Sioux terri-
tory; and forbade the Powder River country
to all whites.
The treaty was soon ignored by gold pros-
pectors, and some of the Oglalas resumed
raids—aithout Red Cloud. He sought in-
stead to secure Justice for his people through
appeals to humanitarians in Washington,
D.C. and New York. Elsie V. Hanauer, in a
new book. The Ole West: People and
PhLees. she both wrote and illustrated, re-
lates that the great eon born to Lone Man'
and Walks As She Thinks in Nebraska, in
1822, "never again led his people to war."
He died peacefully at Pine Ridge Reserva-
tion June 1, 1909.
CLARK KINNAIRD
[.7] Red Cloud as portrayed by Elsie V.
Hanauer in The Old West: People and Plac-
es (published by A. S. Barnes A Co.).
Distributed by King Features eradicate
Mirrors Can Give
That Spacious Look
• By DOROTHEA M.
BROOKS
NES YORK (UPI) -
Mirror. mirror on the wall...lt
can do things for a home that
• the architect and budder failed
-r to do.
As decorative Problem sol-




SAFETY BELTS add comfort
as well as security to driving.
Property adjusted they sup-
port the body, lessen fatigue.




both the large, unframed struc-
tural units which generally are
used to reflect light and give the
illusion of added space, and the
versatile. smaller framed mirrors,
used not only for functional
viewing but to add color sAd
dirthere's something bothevo.aion
-- •
mg you about a room, give a
thought to mirrors and you may
and you may just come up with
the answer. You can't add act-
ual space. of course, but you
can provide the illusion of space.
And mirront often, can help
make the most of a room's good
points by playing them up.
One apartment dweller, for
instance, put it this way: "For
the first few nights we ha4 the
of being *tied thosugh
eve ate in the dining room.
e just couldn't put our finger
on the problem until we rea-
we felt claustrophobic in
that room.-
After moving into a new de-
velopment home. a housewife
felt she just couldn't get her
firing room to look the Way she
wanted. She tried different fur-
niture arrangements. repainted
twice. "It took me five months
to figure out what bothered me
was not the furniture, color or
shape of the room." she said.
"1 was raised in a big. old Vic-
torian house with high ceilings
and wide open spaces. I just
felt cramped in the new - living
Morn.
Both problems were solved
MEAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COFFEE - FRUIT
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The housewife mirrored the
far wall of her living room. "It
gave the room a much longer
feeling,'; she said. "And with
the mirror flush against the ceil-
ing, I got that high ceiling ef-
fect."
The apartment dweller in-
stalled an antique, smoked mir-
ror in the dining room. "We
really didn't need the brightness
as much as we needed the illu-
.of space," he said. "The
room now has a restful, roomy
feeling."
Mirrors, according to the Mir-
ror institute, come in a wide
range of finishes. Antique ef-
fects are created by treating the
silver backing to give a shadowy/
smoky effect, often heightened
by random veining in one or
more colors. Tinted mirrors also
are available without the antique
effect in neutral gray and bronze
hues. Like sun glasses, these
mirrors do not distort color val-
ues, but do mute harsh light or
maCrors come in sculptured
free-forms, Roman and Gothic
arch effects and ovals, as well
as standard square and rectang-
ular forms. Adhesive backed
mirror squares are available in
numerous styles. And, of
course, there are framed mirrors
in almost endless array.
. Mirror placement is an
portant as the right type of
mirror. The Institute offers
-some suggestions:
-Place a mirror where it will
reflect the most light. If you're
trying to make a room look
larger. place the mirror on the
adjoining the window wall.
--To lengthen a small, boxy
room, place a mirror at its far
end.
--Widen narrow rooms by mir-
roring opposite walls from floor
to ceiling.
--Never mirror opposite a
blank wall. It only compounds
mericons Urged to Give Visit('
A Big Welcome This Summer
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI TRAVEL EDITOR
NEW YORK (UPI) - *Mt to
help puncture the rn_yth of the
Ugly American? Help prove
Americana are hospitable, friend-
ly and not too busy to help
stringers'
Then m serve as a volunteer
"Sidewalk Ambassador" in your
hometown.
That's the theme of the na-
tionwide Welcome a Visitor
Week, June 15-21, being spon-
sored by the Society of
American Travel Writers (bArill)
as a public service in support of
city, state and national travel
projects, including the Visit USA
and Discover America campaigns.
Dialing the week, SAT% mem-
bers will distribute handbills of
busy street corners in major
cities, listing suggestions on how
you can be a goodwill ambassa-
dor for your community -- and
the United States. The recom-
mendations are based on the
experiences of SATW members
who have been "lost" in practi-
cally every country around the
world.
Here they are:
-Inquire whether you can
lirel hesipwtbane t.a stranger appears losto
-Take time to give him accu-
rate and specific directions.
--Speak slowly and distinctly,
but don't shout when assisting a
foreign visitor.
--Walk with him a block, or
even more, to point the way:
--If he appears to be a photo
fan, offer to take a snapshot of
him with his camera. Many tour-
ists appreciate this courtesY.
--Be enthusiastic and well in-
formed about your sightseeing
attractions.
--Be friendly. Be helpful. Be
hospitable. He is YOUR guest.
--Remember: At least one
of travel information.
The campaign was launched
last year in -New York and
Chicago and proved so successful
that SAT% decided to extend it
throughout the United States
And Canada this year.
It is the brainchild of Mrs.
Ruth Warren of New York City,
.. veteran travel writer who
knows what it feels like to be
1ost- in a foreign city and
found' by some local Sidewalk
kmbassador.
"I have been rescued twice
.hen my car mired down in the
mud during an off-the-beaten-
pith sightseeing jaunt overseas,
mid an entire neighboring village
..ffered me help and hos ital-
its ." Mrs. Warren said. Arid
strangers often have shared their
picnic lunch with me on long
bus trips.
"These memories are unfor-
ettable. An overseas visitor to
he United States can go home
ith equally unforgettable mem-
iries, of Altierican hospitality
nd friendship when he gets help
rum a self-appointed Sidewalk
Ambassador too...
For additional information
vritr to Mrs. Isabel E. Clark,
Administrative Secretary, Soci-








TOKYO-(121) - The Japan
Helmets Manufacturers Associa-
tion reported it sold 5.5 million
helmets in 1968. It attributed
the popularity of helmets to
student demonstrators who pre-
suniabl) were buying them be-





CALDWELL, NJ. (UPI) -
John Edison, a man who farmed
here during the Revolutionary
War, never had much to say
about the Red Coats or the
American troops.
That led his neighbors t be-
lieve he was pro-British. He
packed his bags and left for
Canada in disgust.
Years later a descendant of
the farmer wandered back to
New Jersey and settled in Menlo
Park. His name was Thomas Alva
Edison.
ivorwegsse Bootlegging
Increased in 1968 •
OSLO (UP!) - Liquor law
toviolations brought fines 1,656
l
Norwegians in 1968, an increase
of 9 per cent over 1967. The
offenses included sale of multi




— FILES PICKUP sad DICLIVIRT —
Truly Fla, Manias rheas 741-31112
* Executive Shirt Service *
traveler's unforgettable rnensor,
of his visit here may be YOU.
The handbill program is basic-
ally aimed at the man and wo-
man in the street who is most
likely to encounter visitors from
overseas and other states, such as
bus and taxi drivers, shoppers.
strollers, etc.
But everyone can help spread
the word by posting copies of
the handbill (or the list in this
column) on bulletin boards in
offices, shops and factories and
in clubs, libraries and other pri-
vate and public places.
Founded in 1956. the SAID.,
has more than 500 members, in-.
eluding newspaper, magazine arid
free-lance writers, photograph-
ers, guide and travel book auth-
ors, radio and television com-
mentators and others interested
and active in the dissemination
tne dullness.
--Place a mirror across from
a window with an especially
attractive view. In this way,
you make the outdoors an in-
door decorating element.
--In the kitchen, mirror the
splashboard area behind the




spaciousness by norrori• and
permit guests to make a quick
check of grooming, too.
-To lighten a dark hallway,






HIS AND NUS, BUT WHICH! -You can't tell which is his
and which is hers without seeing the profiles of these models
at the Inter-Continental Beauty Show in Los Angeles.
Unisex, its called, which means matching hair styles and







DURING THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS
I WOULD
APPRECIATE YOUR VOTE
FOR RE-ELECTION TO THE
CM COUNCIL; WARD A- i
--- RESPECT FULLY
HARON B. WEST ,
WELCOME SIGN - Sculptor Bernard Langlais gives the cam-
era a dSur look as he wofks on his "Skowhegan Indian" at
Cushing. Maine. for Skowhegan Chamber of Commerce.
Presumably itwlll be some sort of "welcome sign" for the
Maine city. It....w111 be 70 feet high. Langlais home is be-




To All The People of Calloway County
When you make your selection for Calloway County's next
Sheriff, I urge you to give your selection some serious thought.
This office requires a man to be fair and square. It requires
a man who will be ready to serve you when you need it a man
who will do the job .., a man who has years of experience a
man who can make accurate and sound decisions quickly a
man who has had dealings with all kinds of people.
I am positive I am the ONE CANDIDATE who can be Of best
service to you as your Sheriff.
If you will be kind enough to elect me your next sheriff, I
promise that I will not be a "high pressure" type of law
enforcement officer, I will evaluate each circumstance and
will give it the most kind and deserving attention necessary.
My intentions are to help people and assist them under any
and all situations, not to abuse.
I will not, nor will I permit my deputies to abuse anyone.
All persons will be respected and given conSideration, re-
gardless of the circumstances concerned.
Law and order should be, and must be enforced, Also, there
should be flexibility used in law enforcement.
Law enforcement should be used to help people get out of
trouble, not used to get them in trouble.
A positive approach with diplomacy, should be used in many
situations, instead of a negative approach.
If I am elected Sheriff I will make sure that my department
will be respected by the people of Calloway County, the ones
who elected me.
I do not want anyone to be afraid of us just because we are
law officers:' I want you to respect us and look at us as your
friends when you aie in need of assistance.
If there is a question, rail M. C. Major, If elected your
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Lseasx a TIMES —
SAIL ON, AND ON AND ON—Awaiting launching, Norwegian explorer Thor Heyerdahl's
papyrus reed craft Ra rocks gently in the waters at Safi, Morocco, before embarking on
a voyage with the currents across the Atlantic to Central America.
segikA
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW and USED
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL







MANILA (UPI) - Despite
a tight credit program enforced
by the Philippine Government,
local commercial banks extend-
ed loans totaling 308 million
pesos ($77 million) in 1968.
For Transportation to Vote - Call 753-4877
TO THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
On May 27th the voters will go to the polls
and select the Democratic Nominees for the next
term of office.
I wish it were possible for me to visit with
you. However, I might fail to see you before
election, therefore. I take this means of solicit-
ing your vote and influence for State Represen-
tative.
My record as your Representative has been
one of honesty and devoted service. As your
Representative I have supported the following
measures: _
1. Tripled the Rural Highway appropriation.
2. Increased the appropriation for our Rural
Service Roads.
3. Increased aid for the Mentally Retarded.
4. To exempt Farm Machinery of Sales Tax.
5. A strong merit system for State employ
eel.
6. Increase aid for old age recipients.
7. Adequate School System for bur children.
8. Support for Murray State University.
9. Increased taxes on whiskey.
10. Strong measures to relieve our highwa,ya
of drunken drivers.








The Dutch floor textiles indus-
try had a turnover of 345 mil-
lion guilders ($73 million) in





NEW fORK (UPI) -
Synthetic rubber's share of total
U.S. rubber consumption in
- I.  I 35 SIVATAit J9. bc
the same as last year, accorai
the- International I





livestock and poultry produc-
tion went up from 89,743,097
in 1967 to 95,712,393 in 1968.
awarding .to Anacleto B.





SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -
University of California dents
expert says the next time junio
asks for a soft drink, don't try
substitute something more soli
but just as sweet in an effort t
cut down on cavities. _
Let him have the soft drink if
you really want to make a dent
in those dentist bills, says Dr.
Merle Moms, chairman of
children's dentistry at the
Medical Center.
Soda pop, has been made a
"whipping boy," it's actually a
lot less harmful than "it' -Peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, for
example, he said.
Morris, who has seven
children, said it is not the
amount of sugar, but "how long
It stays in the mouth and in
what form" that needs
considering.
Soft drinks are consumed
rapidly by youngsters "who have
other things to do and don't sit
and nurse a drink," he said.
Saliva, also mixes with soda
pop to further decrease the
amount of sugar in a child's
mouth while he drinks. And
because the sugar is in a liquid
state, it washes away easily.
But solid items, such as
cookies, jams, ice cream and
hard candies although they may
contain less sugar, "adhere to
the teeth and remain for longer
periods of time."
you_sip soda_cianstantly
and keep it swishing around in
your mouth, sure it would ruin
your teeth," says Morris. "But
sugar when it is in a sticky or
gummy form just sits on teeth
and stays there to do its dirty
work." , -
Dietetic soft drinks, says the
48-yeir-old native of Kanab,
-"coeisk--issue wen more
disastrous results" than regular
651%0914.:_:_
"Dietetic drink's don't
provide a kid with the calories
he needs, compared. to a soft
drink. So they aren't very
effective and the kid still will
want to eat something to obtain
the energy, and that could be
disastrous." he said.
Morris based his theories on
studies in the past few years at
the University of California. as
well as in Europe and elsewhere.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
STUDY HOUR—Ann Craig, 20, from Ventura, Calif., sits on a
table and studies beside a suit of armor that is part of the
original furnishings at Cliveden, stately home once occupied
by kings, queens, duchesses and members of high society in
Maidenhead, England. California's Stanford University is
partig $4,800-a-year under a 21-year lease to use the man-
sion as an overseas campus.
N,










WHY do I desire to sera?
I. I am convinced that every member of
a community has a responsibility to
contribute of himself for the community
and that this obligation should, where
possible, be discharged through active
work.
2. I feel I am qualified by my past work
In government, business and admini-








NEW YORK (UPI) - A new
Italian-inspired European Look
is making its appearance this fall
to supplement the so-called
Edwardian ,and Regency influ-
which'Infffeliiitely from
the British. The only thing it has
in common with them is that the
look features collar interest.
The chief characteristic is an
extremely wide lapel, up to four
inches wide, almost stubby look-
ing, and teamed with what is
now an almost universal
approach to men's clothing --
shape. The collar is better with a
shaped. single-breasted cut rather
than ,double-breasted.
It is too new to be on the
general market this fall since
most manufacturers are already'
well into their fall lines. But
some of the more expensive cus-
tom tailors have been featuring
it for months and the results
have been commendable.
There have been few notable
successes in Italian cuts since the
so-called continental look of a
few years back. But such custom
tailors as Felice di Pino. young
Lino Lentini and Dimitri of Italy
are selling it to their high paying
customers.
The first ready-to-wear oorn-
pany to feature it was Petrocelli
which introduced its own
European Look at the Chicago
men's wear conventions in Feb-
ruary. And Petrocelli took it a
step further in some advance
lines manufactured for a fashion
show in Tel Aviv, Israel, May 14.
The show itself was called a
Salute to Israel and was one of
the numerous shows Petrocelli
has given over the years in such
places as Moscow, Madrid, Rome
and Athens. Many of the pieces
were out and out "show pieces."
meaning they were pretty flam-'
boyant: but the new Eulopean
look was there.
The European Look turned
up in a six button double-breaa
ted white Shetland sports jacket
with extremely wide peaked la-
pels and a deep inverted pleat in
the back and worn with powder
blue velvet trimmed in Navy sat-
in The blue and white, ol
course, are the Israeli colors.
It turned up again in a num-
ber of business suits and sports
jackets. One of the business suits
was a very high buttoning four
button ,single-breasted jacket
with a deep inverted pleat in the
back, topped with four decor-
ative buttons. The coat was in
gold tan and the trousers were
slightly flared. Though European
in effect this had a military type
"brigadier" collar which gave it
an F.dwardian feeling - actually
a combination of both.
Another business suit w
pure European. Its four veil
wide spaced buttons with wide
(four inch) lapels and was in a
Frey chalked stripe; another was
in a widetrack chalk, two but-
tons, with very wide angled flap
pockets, a deep center vent and
cuffs on the sleeves. The pants
also had a slight flare.
There were a number of
'country siiitIC,aeveral With tab-
bed and buttoned pockets, and a
three button country suits witl
shoulder epaulets and four-inch
wide peaked lapels and *jacket
cbt with two deep side vents".
This one was in. tan check with
1 -
Mexican Stock Trade
MEXICO CITY (UPI) -
The Mexico' City Stock Ex
change, founded in 1891, had
a turnover of more than 20 mil-
lion shares, worth more than.




For Rickard Boone •
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
Richard Boone, the ex-television
star, has been cast to star with




"Easy Rider," starring Peter
Fonda and Dennis Hopper, will
be the United States entry at the
Cannes Film Festival.
Supplemental Isomer
SONORA, Tex. (UPI) -
Sonora County ranchers earned
about 11.2 million in supple-
mental income in 1968 by leas-
ing their lands to hunters. In
1947, the total of such income
was $6,000. The increase was
attributed to better hunting con-
ditions, more deer, and more
hunters, over the year.
1 • *
Rubber Employment
NEW YORK (UPI) -
Nearly 500,000 Americans earn
their livelihoods in various
phases of rubber and plastics
manufacturing, according to an
estimate by The Goodyear Tire
Si Rubber Company.
a blue overcheck.
An outstanding sports com-
bination featured a sports jacket
and matching pants and a wrap-
around top coat which was
sleeveless. It looked like a top
coat atthough the wrap-around
belt hasn't been seen since the
early days of Clark Gable, but
when removed left a neat sports
suit behind. It was in tan with a
green overplaid and had big kid-
ney patch pockets.
(EDITORS: This Men's Wear col-
umn will be illustrated to UPI
Telephono .and Unifax subacrib-
era.)
*
The chalk white jewelry is
back for summer, showing in
collars, tassels, neckline fill-ins,
ropes. Add on bracelets, pins
and earrings also in white.
* * *
One man's opinion: "I don't
design a fashion," says mens
wear designer Alexander Shields.
"I design a style. Fashion





* Margie Y. Armbruster
*****************A
• I promise to serve all citizens
equally and fairly.
• Your Vote and Influence will
be greatly appreciated.
(Mrs. James I. Armbruster)
•






Next Tuesday You Will Elect Your Sheriff
For The Next Four Years
Not only will you elect a man to enforce the laws of
the county but that same man will also collect and account
for approximately four million dollars of your money.
I believe my 25 years business experience qualifies
me for this office.
I believe in treating people the way I want to be
treated, and if elected this will continue to be my policy.
This Is The First Time I Have Asked For
Your Support' For Any Office
If you elect me as your Sheriff, the office will be
open ALL DAY every Saturday for your convenience.
If you think my qualificptions — Honesty and Integ-
rity — entitle me to this office, I earnestly solicit your vote
and influence.
My family and I would like to thank the people of
Murray and Calloway County for the kindness shown us
during this campaign. Not one unkind remark was made
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In Time of Emergency
First Aid, Self Help Seen Essential to Meet
U.S. Post-Nuclear Attack Medical Needs
A large-scale nuclear attack on the United States
would cause great numbers of casualties, and there
would be fewer doctors, nurses and hospitals available
to care for them. Even in areas where no nuclear
weapons exploded, radioactive fallout could prevent
doctors and nurses from reaching injured or sick per-
sons for a considerable period of time.
People would have to help each other during the
emergency. Those in a stocked public fallout shelter
would have available the basic medical kit stored there,
and perhaps one or more shelter occupants might be r
doctor, nurse, or•someone trained in first-aid. But
persons in a home shelter would have only medical sup-
plies available at home, and would have to depend or
their own knowledge of first aid and emergenc)
medical care.
Both adults and teenagers
can acquire these valuable
skills by taking free courses
that are offered in many com-
munities, such as the Medical
Self-Help course or a Red
Cross First Aid course.
The infor-
mation given









However, it may save lives
during a nuclear emergency by
helping untrained persons take
care of the sick and injured
when professional medical as-
sistance may not be immedi-
ately available. The second
article will discuss specifically
treatments for shock, broken
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AT A PORTABLE PRICE!
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'Murray - 733-311r1 Hazel - 492-5195
I. First of all, do no harm.
Well-meaning, but untrained.
Er
often worsen the in-
illness in their attempts
p. Got competent medical
aadetanca, if possible. Do not
amassresponsibility for a
1=silt if help is availablea doctor, nurse, or experi-
swat trst-aid worker. But if
no am better qualified is avail-
rt. sob. • persons must
2. Look for stoppage of
breathing, and for esrioes
bleeding. These are the two
most life-threatening condi-
tions that anyone can do some-
thing about. They demand im-
am/hate treatment.
& Prevent shock, or treat it.
Shea, a serious condition of
acute circulatory failure,
usually accompanies a severe
or painful injury, a serious
loss of blood, or a severe
emotional upset. If shock is
anticipated, prompt action can
prevent it or lessen its sever-
ity. 
life.
tThife.s may save the pa-
4. Don't move the patient
immediately. Unless there O
real danger of the patient re-
ceiving further injury where
he is, he should not be moved
until breathing is restored,
splinted.leedlining. is stopped, and sus-
pected broken bones are
5. Keep calm, and reassure
the patient. Keep him lying
down and comfortably warm,
but do not apply heat to his
body, or make him sweat.
6. Never attempt to give
liquids to an unconscious per-
son. If he is not able to swal-
low, he may choke to death or
drown. Also, don't give him
any liquids to drink if he has
an abdominal injury.
If Breathing Stops..,
Quick action is required to
restore breathing to avoid
death. The best and simplest
way of getting air into the vic-
tim's lungs is to use mouth-to-
mouth artificial respiration.
Here is how to do it:
I. Place the patient on his
bask. Leans his cellar.
•••••IMMIM.
2. Open his mouth and re-
move any food or foreign mat-
ter. If he has false teeth or
removable dental bridges, take
them out.
3. Tilt the patient's head
back so that his chin points up-
ward. Lift his lower jaw from
beneath and behind so that it
juts out. This will move his
tongue away from the back of
his throat, so it does not block
the air passage to his lungs.
Placing a pillow or something
else under his shoulders will
help get his head into the right
position. Some patients will
start breathing as soon as
these steps are taken, and no
further help is necessary.
4. The person administering
artificial respiration should
firet open his mouth as wide as
possible, and place it tightly
over the patient's mouth, so
the patient's mouth is com-
pletely covered by that of his
benefactor. With one hand,
pinch his nostrils abut. With
the other hand, hold his lower
jaw in a thrust-forward posi-
tion and keep his head tilted
back. With a baby or small
child, one should place his
month over both the child's
nose and mouth, making a
tight seal.
"Breathing" for the Patient
S. Blow a good iungful of air
into an adult patient's mouth,
continuing to keep his head
tilted back and his jaw jutting
out so that the air passage is
kept open. (Air can be blown
through an unconscious per-
son's teeth, even though they
may be clenched tightly to-
gether.) As air is blown in,
watch the patient's chest. If it
rises, air is getting into his
lungs.
6.. Remove your mouth from
the patient's mouth, and listen
for him to breathe out the air
breathed into him. The exhaled
breath may also be felt by
placing the cheek close to the
patient's mouth, or by observ-
ing his chest sink as he ex-
hales.
7. Continue breathing for
the patient. If he is an adult,
blow a good breath into his
mouth every 5 seconds, or 12
times a minute, and listen for
him to breathe it back out
again.
(Caution: If the patient is
an infant or small child, blow
small puffs of air into him
about 20 times a minute. It is
possible to rupture his lungs
if too much air is blown in at
one time. Watch his chest rise
to make sure he is getting the
right amount of air with each
puff.)
S. If air is not getting into
the patient's lungs, or if he is
not breathing out the air
blown into him, first make sure
that his head is tilted back and
his jiw is jutting out in the
proper position. Then feel in
his mouth or throat to make
sure nothing is obstructing the
air passage to his lunge.
 If thifiet; 4.0)34.14.-.3i331a.
him on his side and strike him
sharply with the palm of your
hand several times between his
shoulder blades. This should
dislodge any obstruction in the
air passage. Then place him
again on his back, with his'
head tilted back and his jaw
jutting out, and resume blow-
ing air into his mouth. If this
'doesn't work, try closing his
month and blowing air through
his nose into his lungs.
,9. To avoid placing your
mouth directly on the patient's
face, it is possible to hold a
cloth (handkerchief; gauze or
other porous material) over
his mouth and breathe through
the cloth. But don't waste pre-
cious time looking for a cloth
if one isn't handy.
10. Important: Even if the
patient does not respond, con-
tinue efforts for one hour or
longer, or until completely
sure he is dead. If possible,
have this confirmed by at least
one other person.
To Stop Serious Bleeding
1. Apply firm, even pres-
sure to the wound with a dress-
ing, clean cloth, or sanitary
napkin. If none of these is
available, use your bare hand
until something better is avail-
able. Blood must be kept from
running out of the patient's
body. Loss of 1 or 2 quarts will
seriously endanger his life.
2. Hold the dressing in place
until it can be bandaged se-
curely. In case of an arm or
leg wound, make sure the ban-
dage is not so tight as to cut
off circulation; also, raise the
arm or leg above the level of
the patient's heart. If the arm
or leg appears broken, be sure
to splint it first.
3. Treat the patient for
shock.
4. If blood soaks through
the dressing, do not remove the
dressing. Apply more .dress-
ings.
S. SPECIAL ADVICE ON




not be stopped by any other
method. Using a tourniquet in-
creases the chances that the
arm or leg will have to be
amputated later. If the situa-
tion forces use of a tourniqu.tt
to keep the patient from bleed-
ing to death (for example,
ehen a hand or foot has been
cut off), follow these instruc-
tions carefully:
O Place the tourniquet
as close to the wound as
possible, between the
Aound and the patient's
heart.
• After the tourniquet
has been applied, do not
permit it to be loosened
teven temporarily, or even
though .the bleeding has
stopped) by anyone except
a physician, who can con-
trol the bleeding by other
methods and replace the
blood that the patient has
lost.
• Get a physician to
treat the patient as soon
as possible.
The information in this
story, the first of two
parts, was furnished by
the U.S. Department of
Defense, Office of Civil
Defense, to help people
prepare for a nuclear at-
tack and learn what ac-
tions to take in case an at-
tack should occur. The
second article will discuss
specifically treatment for
shock, broken banes, burns
rind radiation_sickness. AU•
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FIRE! A fire mushrooming in Olympic Park, Irvington, N.J., set a ladder truck ablaze.
'80 Steps' Casting
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
Mickey Rooney and Jo Vint
Fleet have been added to the





TOKYO (UPI) - A total
of 86,921 couples terminated
their marriages in 1968 to set
record for divorce inJapan.
Officials of the Health and
elfare Ministry said the num-
r of divorces last year was
he highest since officials started
eeping such statistics in 1899.
information was drawn
from the OCD publication
"In Time of Emergency"
(H-14), which is avail-
able without charge at
local civil defoasea
I would like to ask the Voters of Cal-
loway County a question:
My opponent has been in the Callo-
way County Court House for 16
years. He and his supporters, which
totaled 35, met at Paschall's Truck
Stop May 23, 1969. Among these 35
pepole there was not present one for-













Tomorrow, you will go to the mils to
elect your City officials to conduct th atfi4t-s
of the City Government for the next four years.
In making this decision, I would again respect-
fully ask you to consider my qualifications for
the office of City Judge.
I received a BA. Degree from Murray
State University in 1959 and my Law Degree from
Vanderbilt University in 1962. Since graduating
from Law School, I have been in private prac-
tice in Murray and have served the last four
years as City Prosecuting Attorney. With this
experience, I know and understand the nature
of our' City Court and its vital and necessary
place in your City Goverrunent.
In casting your ballot tomorrow, I ask











CALLOWAY COUNTY'S NEXT - JUDGE MUST
(*BATE WILLS - HOLD COAT - INSTRUCT JURIES
ADVISE WIDOWS ---- PREPARE BUDGETS - APPOINT EXECUTORS
SETTLE ESTATES ---- IS YOUR CANDIDATE QUALIFIED
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truck ablaze.
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the mils to •
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TE UP payments on Spinet
piano. $17.70 per month.
. • • 's Music & T. V., Phone
753-7575. gasz
• I NEW deer rifle, Marlin








TE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
Vice cabinet. Fully automatic.
es all fancy designs, plus
s on buttons, makes button
lea, blind hema, over casts
monograms, all without at-
ta. 10 year guarantee.
monthly payments of
each or pay full balance of
. For free home trial call
442-8606 collect. M-26-C
MS, someone to redeem
twin-needle Zig-Zag au-
sewing machine in °alit-
Pay balance due of $39.05
or $2.00 weekly on easy
. 20 year guarantee. No
ants needed to make
holes, blind hems, over-
casts seams, monograms, em-
broidery, appliques and makes
fancy designs. To set and sew
on this machine, call for free
trial, Paducah 442-8605
tioReet. M-26-C
 'vs so •4011411114110111 '








Young Men and Women, High School
grads, write for information about our
training in Communications, Passenger
Service. Reservations, Ticketing, Opera--
tions, etc. You can enjoy good pay, travel
allowance for yourself and parents, pres-
fringe benefits. UNIVERSAL trains you at
interfering with your present job, followed
Classes at school owned facilities at
FLORIDA or LAS VEGAS, NEVADA. For full
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UNIVERSAL A1RUNES PERSONNEL SCHOOLS
Dept





SCOISIMILD MIANIES NATIONAL NOW STUDY COUNCIL
11•••••••••• 
POE RENT
ROOMS FOR boys. Private en-
trance with kitchen, 1008
Sharpe. Phone 753-6638. M-26-C
_ROOMS for college boys. 1101
Olive. Phone 753-2303 after
COO p. in. M-164
AUTOS FOR SALII
1968 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door
hardtop. Factory air and all
power. 1967 Chrysler New York-.
er. Factory air and all power.
Blue with black vinyl roof. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. 11(-213C
35 AND 45 FOOT electric poles.
Practically new. Will deliver




DIRT • ftini-- 4th and
• 116•00 per load, delivered.
Loads. Phone 753-3018.
Tt 0 JOHNSON C. B. units. One
mobile and one base. $75.00
end $100.00. 1966 Ford F400
with tank, good condition. neo
Chevrolet one-ton wrecker. Also
• near lake at Aurora with
-1Ity Without a 10 x 40' mobile
home. Phoebe 753-2230. M-27-C
s TWO-BEDROOM 8' x 36' trail-
ormPhone 753-7265 after 5:00
M-27-P
19811 IIIREE-BEDROOM 12' x
64' mobile home. Like new.
Also this trailer is air-condition-
ed, birch paneling throughout
trailer and double insulation.
1 Priced to sell. Phone 733-8481.
M-30-C




qg lastelled on any Ford pro-
di6ot .with 209 or 302 V-8 en-














FT SPEED BOAT, 40 IL P.
motor, electric start-
completely equipped with













than tour months old. Re-
Makes buttonholes,
on buttons, all fancy stit-
without attachments. Sold
for $239.00, balance $42.60
$8.20 per month. Write Box
care of the Ledger and
M-23-P
something on that new
Try Blue Lustre and rent
for $1.00, W.
Auto.
10' x 52' MONARCH mobile
home with carpet, washer and
built-in range. Phone 753-7338.
M-31-C
/.?FOOT Camper trailer. Ideal
for construction worker or
oan:going Expellent condition.









. Long wheel base, radio,
.00. Phone 753-8074. M-28-C
NEW LIFE to old carpets,
poo with Blue Lustre. Rent
Lustre Shampooer $1.00






: Used chest of draw-
good condition, reasonably
Phone 753-1916 and ask
Mary, before 5:00 p. m.
TTNC
1111bULD LIKE to buy a picnic
table, also two metal lawn




Cost as little as
$2.00 a week




1967 CHEVELLE 2-door sedan,
6-cylinder straight shift. 1968
Oldsmobile Delta 88, 2-door
hardtop. Cain and Taylor Gulf-
Station. Center of-etit and Main--
31-26-C
1966 BUICK Electra 225 with
air and all power. 1966 Pontiac
Bonneville Brougham, 4-door
hardtop. Gold with black vinyl
roof. Air and ail power. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. 31-26-C
1968 BUICK LaSabre, 4-door se-
dan, factory air and double pow-
er. 1987 Plymouth Fury I, 4-
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. 31-26-C
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88. Four-
door hardtop with factory air
and power. 1965 Chevrolet; II,
2-door sedan. 6-cylinder, straight
shift. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
M-26-C
1964 OLDSMOBILE Super 88
with air and double power.
Four-door sedan. 1964 Chevrolet
Impala, 4-door sedan. Automatic,
power steering and brakes. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. M-26-C
1963 OLDSMOBILE Super 88,
4-door hardtop with factory air
and double power. 1963 Dodge
4-door sedan. °gin and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of eith and
Main. M-26-C
1983 PONTIAC- Catalina, 4-door
n. 1963 Chevrolet Impala
4-door sedan, automatic, 6-cyl-
inder. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
M-26-C
1967 CHEVROLET Impala,
good condition, automatic trans- WANTED- Person to keep baby
mission, power brakes. Call Pun in own home, days- Phone 753-




May 27, 1969, Primer-y-
. A DEMOCRAT'S
DEMOCRAT
-Paid By John W. Greene
COMPLETELY furnished base-
ment apartment. Air-condition-
ed, private entrance. Near
town. Married couple. Available
May 27. Phone 753-3195.
M-26-C
3-BEDROOM modern brick van.
it:enoe in North Hills Subdivi-
sion, immediated possession.
Only $100.00 per month to right
person. Claude L. Miller, Real-
tor. Phone 753-5084 or 753-3059.
M-26-C
TWO-BEDROOM duplex. Dish-
washer, disposal carpet, range
and air. 3 months old, $110.00.
Also new 2-bedroom furnished
apartment, $110.00. Both avail-
able June 1. Phone 753-7550.
M-30-C
HELP WANTED
FURNISHED apartment for boys
or couple for surnrner semester
Available June 10. Also 4 sleep-
ing rooms for boys with cook-
ing privileges. Available for
summer and fall semester
Available June 10. Phone 753-
6:146. 31-27-C
UNFURNISHED 2-bedroom a-




living room, kitchen and bath
for three college girls for sum-
mer or fall semester. All utili-
ties furnished. One block from
University. Call 7534974 after
5:00 p. in. 11-30-P
25 ACRES imeroved gram and
clever Tsrè "by Tarliiit.
Phone 435-4042 evenings.
M-27-P
TWO ROOM apartment unfurn-
ished, also furnished bedrcam
with kitchen privileges. Lights,
water and phone furnished.
Each $25.00 per month. Middle




ON LADIES' Ern up Iliathin Air-conditioned. Furnish-
147100 for summer • vacs- ed or unfurnished. Available
tion. Call 753-3066 from 4:00 June 9. Must furnish referen-
t° 6:00 p. in. 31-27-C ces. Phone 753-7745. 31-31-C
WOMEN WANTED to sell the
fabulous Pennyrich Bra. Ex-
tremely high earnings, new car
Is furnished if qualified. Gall
McKenzie, Tenn., 1-901-352-2819
after 6:00 p. in. 31-28:P
HELP WANTED .... Amateur
Messengers to spread the word
that coin-operated dry-cleaning
machines are great for cleaning
Akins, sweaters, jackets, over-
coats. Little or no pressing
needed. 8 pounds for $2.50 at
Boone's Coin Laundry, 1308
Main Street, Murray. 31-28-C
1963 FORD Fairiane 500. 1962
Pontiac Cataling, 2-door hard-
top. Automatic, power steering
and brakes, air. Cain and Tay-
lor Gulf Station Corner of 6th
and Main. M-26-C
1962 OLDSMOBILE 88, four-
door hardtop. 1961 Contain
$195.00. 1963 Oldsmobile F-
85 station wagon. Cain and Tay-
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main. M-213C
1965 CHEVROLET convertible,
.V.8, autonutic, power steering,
brakes. Cell 753-3216 or see at
1009 Sharpe Street. 31-26-P
1968 COMET, 2-door, local car,
050.00. 1964 Rambler, 4-door,
low mileage, $650.00. 1965
Chrysler, 2-door, air-condition-
ed, $1250.00. Hatcher Auto
Sales, South 12th Street.
M-26-C
LARGE ANTIQUE bricks. Ap-
proximately 2000. Will sell
cheap. Phone 7534331. M-27-P
1963 PALACE mobile home,
10' x 50'. Two bedrooms, clean




references. Day or night pri
vete duty, home, hospital or
nursing home. Mary Gibson.
492-8629 11-26-P
BUSH-HOGGING. By hour or
acre. If interested, nail Inn ,Bo-
len 489-3741. 161-27-C
MINISTER wants cars to wax.
$5.00 cars, $6.00 wagons. You
furnish wax. Will do nice job.
489-2333. H-M-36-C
WANTED: Morning and night
grill cook. Dishwasher, part
time. Apply in person at the
Triangle Inn on 641 South,
Murray. M-27-C
SUMMER JOBS
We have several jobs for
men and women 18 and over.
Scholarship program for stu-
dents and teachers.
Learn how a large com-
pany operates, darting with
the order department, all the.,
way up to management train
ing. These jobs can become
full time after summer.






WAJM13): One as two-bedroom
unfurnished bowie out of city
limit, on paved road. Must have
running voter and bath. Rant
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 be-










Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.









Located 100 Se. 13th St.
H-M-5-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
LOCAL ittli
NEEDED
to train as semi-
truck drivers from
your area.
You can earn over OM








In memory of my dear hus-
band, J. D. Ferguson, who God
called home so suddenly two
years ago, May 27, 1967.
They my time heals all sorrow
and helps one to forget,
But time so far has only prov-
en how much I miss you yet.
Through tears I watched you
suffer,! saw you fade away,
My heart was almost broken,
you fought so hard to stay.
God gave me strength to take
it and courage to bear the
blow.
Still in memory you are with
me as you always were be-
YE SEVERAL lovely build- fore.g sites, a:misting from 1 to You left a vacant chair in your
10 atra. OVerlooknira eaufi home that can-neter be fill
62 acre lake. Located ap- ed.
proximately 4 miles north of
the Murray University. Only .7
of a mile off of the black top
on a good 60 ft right-of-way
road. School bus and mail Nine.
Good neighborhood. Phone 753-
6903. 31-26-C
!BEDROOM-- VFW,-
baths, living and dining room
carpeted, newly decorated. Cen-
trally located for elementary,
high school and MSU. Will be
shown by appointment only.




















at the office at
103 North Fourth Street
In17.
JUST LISTED, this beautiful
3-bedroom brick veneer on Mag-
nolia, has 2 baths, central heat
and air, all carpet and tile. A
real house for the money.
TAKE A LOOK at this 3-bed-
room stone on Earl Court in
Circarama. New carpet and tile.
Radiant heat and central air,
all plastered, 2-car garage. Real
large living room with fire-
place. Owner leaving town,
must sell.
WE WANE a 2 acre lot one-
inside city, one-half out.
Here is a real buy for someene
for investment or place to build
apartments. Better look into
this one.
REAL NICE brick veneer du-
plex. Has 2 bedrooms on each
side, garbage disposal, dish-
washer. Rents for $180.00 per
month. Here is a real bargain
at $19,000.00.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs, come by or call GUY
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AG-
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na
tional Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724, Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise.
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray,
i








ELECISOLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky., C
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
LYiltrrille, Ky. June-3-C
BAILEY PUMP & Supply, 1303
Chestnut announces that they
are going out of business ef-
fective June 1, 1969. All mar-
cheadise drastically reduced.
M-30-C
CITY OF MURRAY business
privilege and vehicle licenses
are due. May 31st is the last
day to purchase your license
without penalty. A 10% pen-
alty will be added June le.
MONDAY - MAY 26, UM .
Mexican Birth
Rate High
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - With
the birth rate running at a very
high 4.29 _per cent, the popula-
tion of Mexico, estimated at
about 45 million last year, may
reach 50 million before the end
of 1970, according to the bureau
of statistics of the federal Com-
merce Department.
a..
NEW DELHI (UPI) -
There were 102,156 post offi-
ces in India as of April 1 and
the country is opening an aver-
age a 11 new post offices a
.
WANTED: someone to grow
lit acres of dark fired tobacco
In the Kirksey community.
Good barn which could acco-
modate twice this amount.°
Ground has already been broke
and fertilized. If interested, call
Lee Bolen 480-3741. 11-27-C
REDUCE safe and fast with
GoBee• Tablets and Z-Vap
"Water Pills" Holland Drug.
H-1TP
PEP UP with Zipgaes "Peg
PUN" nosheblt-facudeg. Only
am. Bellead Drew 114TP
THE MURRAY Drive In Theat-
re will hold the annual fire-






MANILA (UPI) - A private
Philippine foundation, Panamin,
has started a year-long fund rais-
ing campaign for 3 million pesos
(S750,000) to be used in pro-
jects for the Philippines' 4 mil-
IfioniiIttonal minorjflj
* * *
The average age of the na-
tion's 26.6 million veterans is
44.2 years:.
MANACLED,- James Earl Ray
is led from Tennessee State
Prison in Nashville for the
tfla _to_ _Memphis _aost_ -the
hearing on whether he should
receive a new trial in the
assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Escorting
him is Maj. Mickey McGuire












IAlcated 117 S. 4th


















































































































Distr, by sited eater/ Stalleme. *C. 26
Abbie 'N Slats
rto
aATHLESS GROGGIN5 HAS BEEN
KIDNAPED BY A GERTAN
in-It-JAME() POwER taEoAusE OP
HIS AMAZING ABILITY TO DREAM











by R. Van Buren





-TO SPRING HER, I- ONLY-d-iuCKLET-
AN D ESCORT HER SHIE'Ll. t3E IN
SAFELY BACK TO SOLITARY • -‘
RADCLIFFE.--
•
-AND IT'S YOU TH EYIL L
PROTECT -WHILE 'ICU
RECORD THE EVIDENCE
\ INTO T1-4IS SiZtratZT
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Letter To Editor '
(Centimes! Freya Pees one)




year is more than enough. It is
utterly ridiculous to reject any-
one only because he had several
terms in public office.
He asks also if 1 behove
$100,000 paid in salary to one
man is enough. I should like
to ask enough for what? No
matter who was in office for
those 16 years it would have
cost us taxpayers the same a-
mount of money, therefore,
everyone should vote for the
person best qualified in this
and any other political cam-
PAWL
The final question is, do I
believe economy should be put
into the County Judge's office?
I certainly do provided it is not
the wrong kind of economy. If
The ennead aseekee foe Will
A. Palmer, ege 83, were bald ,
Sunday at two p. m. at the cha-
pal of the Blalock-Coleman Fe- ,
11OCR1 Home with Res Johnson ,
Reeky °mewing.
pallbearer' were ',oven. 1
curds, Raymond, Kenneth. '
Hugh, and Baron Palmer. Bur- i
ial was in the Murray Cemetery iwith the arrangements by the ,
Blabock-Colesnan Funeral Home.
Palmer, see 83, of Murray i
Route Two died Friday at the 1
l'artview Convalescent Cent- i
er, Paducah. He is survived by 1
his wife, Mrs. Mavis Cain Pal-
user; one son, W. A Palmer;
sister, Mrs- Su* Cunningham;
two grandchildren; two great I
randchildren. !
there has been waste and ex-
travagance on the parr of any
county „badge why haslet it
been brought to light before
now? I want facts; not infer
Wel.
I was not present when this
happened, but I heard it said
by a very reliable person that
this candidate came to Murray
recently and went into an in-_,
Silt-KMe company office thine- i
ing it was City Hall and still on i
the Square. Lets see now, just I
how long has City Hall been at
Fifth and Poplar? '
i
Yours truly, !




Chanael WLAC-It u St X -TV 
i
4 Mammal 5 thaeoti I
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS 4
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Ha-o Producer
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
it Mil Warn hero .kudie Murphy
has formed FIPCO Productions,
s
a nee movie and televibion cons- I
party, which is-ill film "A Time

















































































Q) OF AMERICA _MiffEDZIL
In Bed-Atr Cent& Murray
Bob Lailnatua. M. Phone 153-5373
WI KALE IND ISOBTGAGI kAi WATS LOATill
.0
[EN I HEARD . . .1 
I Walter Baker Rites
Held On Sunday SCHOOL TAX • • •
Moosehead Prows Pea Ogee)
hat like a Palomino, sharp as
get out.
fo teak a look at daughter
basis's tropical fish, her Snar-
ing Turtle, Guinea Pig, and
is we drove up to the house an
'Astern King bird was parched
ci a utility wire.
en Swallows have a fine place
Iss at Jack's with so mach
sen apace to operate in. He
as Dement pa*.
unday we take • drive over to
he Dam mai stop off at the
lock Shop which is on the ac-
ess road to the Dam. They have
ocks from everywhere, jewel-
made from semi-precious
ones and other objects carved
r:m jade, etc.
hey have several Stalagtites
nd Stalagmites. If you he se
✓ouble remembering which is
which the Stalagtites hang from
he ceiling of a cave It holds
tite" and if the other one had
eld "tile" it "mite" have been
ne. Sounds involved, but It
works.
Oen Trevathan comes in and
a after you break one egg by
ging it against the other,
en you use the end of the
roitii:gg to break the other
ne. tried this and got a
ndful of egg.
Ire Kupcinet in the Sunday
ommerrial had a letter from a
!low in Viet Nam which bears
printing. Here it is:
Pfc. John W. Davis takes
n in -hand -and, weites-frone-
ietnane "There are many
roops who are totally opposed
o being here. Yet, they have
he strength of character to
rve their country faithfully.
hey, too, could have resisted
he draft. But they chose to
aye faith in America and they
ray for a successful end to this
roblem. I think some mention
uld be made on the basic
uts of these men fighting for
imerica and their courage M.
arrying 'out what they hope is
e right policy. We represent
generation that is not a
You might wander where these
modern singing groups get their
names Names like 1910 Fruit.
gum Company, Peaches a n d
Herb (you c-an understand that
one), 5th Dimension, With
103red Band, Foundations, Thee
Prophets, Blood. Sweat and
Tears, and Peppermint Rain-
bow.
Well, anyway there's this group
that is named Creedence Clear-
water Revival.
Here is the explanation. Weird,
granted, but not senseless, if
you take the word of John Fo-
gerty. the leader of this group
which will headline a Mid-South
Coliseum show on June 6.
When the group decided in
1968 to shuck its old name of
the Golliwogs, much coffee-
drinking marked the thinking
lip of a new one.
"Creedence was the name of
a friend of ours, believe it or
not," says John, in summing up
how they happened to settle on
Creedence Clearwater Revivai,
which is not the kind of name
that happens just by accident.
"Creedene also means to be-
lieve in With Clearwater, I got
that thought from watching an
Olympia beer commercial,
which shows the beautiful clear
water they use for the beer.
The idea really appealed to us
because it seemed to symbolize
the purity that we think is part
of it all.
"With Revival, we feel there's-
excitement and fervor in the
whole thought, and frankly, we
like that idea!"
Kay Pinkley
(Coi*Inued Preen Page One)
over 18 other candidates from
high schools in Kentucky.
The festival has been held
every year since 1931 in honor
of Dr. Thomas Walker, a pio-
neer explorer and surveyor who
was the first white man to ven-
ture into the Kentucky moun-
tains.
Maley Receives
(Continumi From Pao One)
mount of $100 in performance
competition on May 17
This scholarship is arded
annually by the Gamma Delta
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia, professional music fra-
ternity for men, to outstanding
freshman and sophomore music
students who display compet-
'ency in performance.
Donald is a sophomore euph-
onium major at Murray State
University and is a student of
Dr. Wayne Sheley.
Schools and County Schools will
take place which will be gov-
erned in the future by a Coun-
ty School Board.
Proponents of the tax issee
point out the conditions in
county elementary schools the
heating in some of the schools,
conditions of school roofs and
school busses, and crowded con-
ditions which will increase as
the school census increases. Op-
ponents of the tax issue say
the tax is not needed and the
county system will "be swallow-
ed up" by the city system.
Some confusion is also en-pected because magisterial dls-trkt lines have been changedand some precinct lines aimVoters who are affected. as faras precinct line changes areconcerned, have been notified.All others are to vote in the
precinct they normally vote in.her words If tIn ot CountyCourt Clerk has not notified thevoter that his precinct has beencharmed, then he should con-tinue to vote where he always
has.
Calloway County voters are
urged to check the sample bal-
lot which ran in Friday's issue
for the complete list of can-
didates, the positions they seek,
and their position on the ballot
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Kentucky voters on Tuesday will
get their first chance to vote
for or against many of the leg-
islators who raised the state
sales tax to 5 per cent in 1968.
Ihmenal services for Walter
Baker of Farmington Route Two
were held Sunday at two p. m.,
at the chapel of the Max H
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Calvin Sweney of Elkton
officisting.
Pallbearers were Lawrence
Cochran, Chid Gene *Acheson
Dolton Baker, John Baker,
George Comity, and Andre.
Jones.
Burial was in the Coldwater
Baptist Church cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home. Ma-
sonic rites were conducted by
Farmington Lodge No. MR Fdi
AM.
Baker, age 86, died Friday
at 2:15 p m at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
is survived by two ciaughters,
Mrs. Carl Jones and Mrs. Ovie
Mictiteson. two sons, Marion and
Ariett Raker; stepson, Albert
Cassity; sister, Mrs. Felix Val-
eotine; four brothers, Ramsey,
George, Tommy, and Roy Baker;
46 grandchildren; 45 great
grandchildren; 83 great great
grandchildren, six great great
great grandchildren.
Mimeo Rack
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Sal
Mineo returns to movies for a
featured role in -80 Steps to
Jonah- which stars singer Wayne
Newton.
(Continued From Pao One)
Rudy Allbritton, Roy C. Starke,
Richard Tuck, C. W. Jones.
Other candidates are Margie
Armbruster, Howard Koenen,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry,, Opal Smith
and Paul R. Heise.
Voters, regardless of where
they live, may vote for six per-
sons in EACH of the two wards.
The six candidates in each Ward
who receive the highest num-
ber of votes will be the win-ners and will form the twelveperson Council.
Charlie Lassiter and Guy Lc:o-vine are in the race for Re-
presentative and Robert 0. Mil-
ler and Roger W. Jones seek
the post of County Judge. Six
persons are in the race for
County Sheriff: John Watson,
M. C. Major, James E. King,
John Lowry Parker, Lance E.
Booth and Clyde Steele. L C.
Miller and James Blalock seek
the post of Circuit Court Clerk.
Marvin Harris and Fred Wil-
hite are in the race for County
Court Clerk.
Chester Yarbrough and Don
Overbey seek the city post of
City Judge.
Some confusion is expected
in this election since a school
tax will be voted on, but only
by residents in the county
school district. Persons in the
city school district cannot vote
for this tax.
If the school tax is success-
ful, a merger of the City
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The primary election will b
the best barometer so far o
the public acceptance of th
higher tax and of the expand-
ed state programs it finances.
Republican Gov. Louie B.
Nunn's administration has been
at work in several legislative
district races, both Republican
and Democrat, to nominate can-
didates who will supp rt con-
tinuation of the tax in the 1970
session.
The only statewide race Tues-
day is between John W. Greene
of Sandy Hook, Mary Louise
Foust of Shelbyville and Ht-r-
bert Rowland of ?ideally for the
Democratic nomination for state
auditor.
The winner will face Republi-
can James Thompson of Har-
rods Creek, the present auditor,
In the November election.
Of major interest in many
communities are the races for
n)minations for county and city
offices. Nomination means elec-
tion in many one-party coun-
ties.
)r mayor of Louisville, R
publicans will choose as thei
candidate either planning an
zoning commission chairman
John P. Sawyer, 48, the GOP
organization's current choice;
attorney William T. Warner, 35.
who gained and then lost organ-
ization endorsement, or City
Law Director Gene Alvey.
Heading a list of five Demo-
cratic candidates are former
U.S. Rep. Frank W. Burke, 48:
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Thornberry, 50, and state Sen.
Romano L. Matzoh, 36.
State Democratic lead"'
would like to see their party
win control in Louisville as a
springboard to party rejuvena-
tion in the 1971 governor's rate.
The polls will be open from
6 am. to 6 p.m. local time. Sale
of alcoholic beverages is prohi-
bited until the polls close.
Persons who changed their
party affiliation since the Isjp-
vember election are not eligiNe
to vote Tuesday. However, new
registrants since November can
vote in their party's primary.
The state has 970,709 regis-
tered Democratic voters and
472,768 Republicans, the secre-
tary of state's office reported.
However, the figures are es-
titillates because 55 of the 120
county clerks have ignored a




Receipts 2033 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 25 to 50 cents High-
er; Sows, Steady to 25 ceitt
Higher.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs 134.00-24.50,
Few 1-2 $25.00;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $23.0044.00;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs 123.00-23.50;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs 122.50-23.00;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $19.50-20.50;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs 119.00-19.50,
US 2.3 450-65,tbs 118.25-19.00.
FDI OIL FILTERS
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